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Mail or Google Docs. 
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Composing New Abstractions From Object Fragments

Adrian Kuhn and Oscar Nierstrasz
Software Composition Group

University of Bern,Switzerland
{akuhn, oscar}@iam.unibe.ch

Abstract
As object-oriented languages are extended with novel mod-
ularization mechanisms, better underlying models are re-
quired to implement these high-level features. This paper
describes CELL, a language model that builds on delegation-
based chains of object fragments. Composition of groups of
cells is used: 1) to represent objects, 2) to realize various
forms of method lookup, and 3) to keep track of method ref-
erences. A running prototype of CELL is provided and used
to realize the basic kernel of a Smalltalk system. The pa-
per shows, using several examples, how higher-level features
such as traits can be supported by the lower-level model.

1. Introduction
In order to extend object-oriented languages with new means
of abstraction, better intermediate representations are re-
quired (16). Current approaches typically flatten new ab-
stractions down to existing concepts (9; 6; 15). This is
mainly due to limitations of current intermediate models
that cannot represent other modularization mechanisms than
objects and classes. Flattening of abstractions limits their
usefulness. For example, it is often hard, if not impossible,
to manipulate flattened abstractions at runtime. Sometime,
even meta-information about the abstractions is stripped
away and thus not available at runtime, so that many runtime
optimizations cannot take these abstractions into account
(5). And worst of all, the flattening process might cause
existing abstractions to impose severe restrictions upon the
new abstractions and thus render them partially useless. For
example, Java’s erasure of generics is well known for intro-
ducing several such flaws.

Sometimes language extensions are realized using lan-
guage hooks, such as the method missing hook (2; 10; 13)
which is often found in dynamic languages. Given that these
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hooks are typically exposed as methods that must be over-
ridden, their usefulness in a practical setting is limited. For
example, consider two libraries that both override the same
hook method. The second library that loads will override and
thus uninstall the hook installed by the first library, putting
the entire system in an unspecified state. Obviously, lan-
guage extension points that provide better means of mod-
ularization than a simple hook method are required.

A third, seemingly unrelated motivation for this work is
better means for analysis and reverse engineering of running
applications. However, as these tasks often require the in-
troduction of novel abstractions, they are clearly related to
the above motivations. Consider for example a back-in-time
debugger (11). To implement such a tool, novel abstractions
such as persistent objects (17) and aliases (12) must be in-
troduced.

This paper describes CELL, an intermediate language
model that breaks objects into a “sea of fragments” (16).
Each object, each class, and any other modularization mech-
anisms, is represented as a group of one or more collaborat-
ing cells. The CELL model is message-based (20) and uses
delegation-based cell composition to realize method lookup
as in the Aspect Machine (8). Everything is a cell. There
is no asymmetric distinction that separates actual objects
and mere fragments. Rather, being an object is an emer-
gent property of collaborating cells—sometimes with sharp
boundaries, sometimes blurring into each other and thus giv-
ing rise to novel modularization mechanisms.

As a proof of concept, we provide a running prototype of
CELL. The prototype is written in Java and Python and has
been deliberately limited on first getting the concepts right,
before any performance optimizations are to be considered.
When running a cell-based system with the prototype, the
following layers are present:

• C3, a running program in the high-level language,
• C2, the kernel of the high-level language, done using the

CELL model. We refer to this as a cell-based kernel,
• C1, the kernel of CELL, currently implemented in Java.

In this paper, cell-based kernels of class-based languages are
investigated. We present CELLTALK, a basic Smalltalk sys-



tem1. Celltalk is further extended with additional language
features: frist traits (19), then object-references (12). We
show how this is done purely in terms of the Cell model.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sec-
tion 2 introduces the CELL model. Sections 3 to 5 present
examples of increasing complexity, cumulating in the pre-
sentation of CELLTALK in Section 6, which is extended with
traits in Section 7, and with aliases in Section 8. Current lim-
itations of CELL are discussed in Section 9, related work in
Section 10, and Section 11 concludes.

2. The Language Model of CELL

The language model that we describe here introduces an ad-
ditional layer of abstraction below objects, to be used as
an intermediate model for representing and implementing
object-oriented languages. The key motivation of the de-
scribed language model is to support emerging modulariza-
tion mechanisms such as aspects, traits, or method missing
hooks.

The basic building blocks of the CELL model are object
fragments (16) which we refer to as cells. Objects are built
up from groups of cells with delegation relationships be-
tween them (8). The CELL model is message-oriented (20),
so all interaction between cells is based on message send-
ing. Messages and message replies are also cells, thus “ev-
erything is a cell” .

Cells themselves are simple structures, mainly consisting
of

• a lookup function,
• a delegation pointer2, and
• an (optional) payload.

Cell composition can be used to realize various forms of
method dispatch, including novel modularization mecha-
nisms. Compared to delegation-based AOP in the Aspect
Machine (8), delegation in CELL is associated to a pointer
instead of a delegate function. On the other hand, the lookup
function of CELL is more powerful, taking into account all
information provided by a Message cell and not just the
message name.

The payload of a cell can either be binary data (used to
store information such as integer values, etc.) or a list of
references to other cells. The payload of each cell instance
is private to that instance and can only be exposed through
the means of primitive functions that act as closures over the
payload.

1 The choice of Smalltalk as a running example for this paper has been
rather arbitrary and was mainly motivated by the author’s proficiency with
Smalltalk’s object model. We could have chosen, without loss of generality,
almost any other class-based language, such as Ruby, Python, etc.
2 In the remainder of the paper, we use the terms “delegation pointer” and
“next” interchangeably, and thus often refer to the delegate of a cell as
“the next cell (after that cell)”.

The current prototypes of CELL are written in high-level
languages (Java and Python), as we decided to first get the
concepts right rather than to strive for optimal performance
up-front. So far, we identified the following types of cells
that seem likely to be used in most language realizations:

• Alias and Head cells serve to handle identity issues.
Head cells delegate only; they have no payload and do
not respond to any messages. Head cells are most use-
ful as anchor points for objects (or other modularization
mechanisms) by providing a cell identity that can be used
as the object’s identity as well (16). As such, head cells
serve the same purpose as object proxies do in the Aspect
Machine (8). Alias cells, on the other hand, are a refine-
ment of head cells used to keep track of object references
(12). In Section 8 we show an example that makes use of
alias cells.

• Slot cells respond to two messages, a setter and a getter
message, and contain a reference to another cell, the
value of the slot. Slot cells have a predecessor in Self’s
slots (21), which also have two implicit messages.
The actual naming convention of the accessor messages
is up to the implemented language. In this paper, we refer
to slot names using an at sign (@) in order to distinguish
them from function names, which start with a hash (#).

• Function cells, where the payload consists of a string
and a callable cell. If the name of a sent message matches
the string, the callable cell is executed.

• WInteger cells, where the payload consists of the bi-
nary data of an integer number. Responds to a common
set of primitive operations on the integer payload.

• WString cells, where the payload consists of the binary
data of a string. Responds to a common set of primitive
operations on the integer payload.

• WArray cells, where the payload consists of a variable-
sized array of references to other cells. Responds to a
common set of primitive operations on the array payload.

• CustomLookup cells raise lookup from the level of the
intermediate language to the high-level language. Upon
lookup, another cell (that must respond to #lookup) is
used to carry out the actual lookup.
Custom-lookup is supposed to replace the method missing
hook as it is found in many dynamic languages. The
advantage of custom-lookup is that it offers a modular
extension mechanism rather than a single point of ex-
tension. For example, using custom-lookup multiple li-
braries can extend the same class without interfering with
each other.

• Branching cells have two delegation pointers. Lookup
is delegated to both delegates: first to the branch, and af-
terward to the next cell. Branches can easily be mapped to
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Figure 1. Notation of cell instances: (from left to right) a Head cell with delegation arrow; a Slot cell with a reference arrow,
above the name of the slot; another Slot cell, above again the name, below the primitive value stored in the slot (reference
arrow and primitive value obviously exclude each other); a Function cell, above the name of the function; an WInteger, a
WString, an WArray cell, below the value of each; an CustomLookup cell; a Branch cell with branches b1 and b2; and
an Alias cell (see Section 8).

multiple delegates, as in the Self programming language
(21).

• Message cells, where the payload consists of a receiver,
a name, an array of arguments, and an integer which in-
dicates the “order of resend” (see Subsection 2.1). Mes-
sage cells are used when sending messages from one cell
to another (20).

• Callable cells that can be executed by the underly-
ing CELL machine. Some callables have an optional pay-
load, that is, they are closures. Callable cells are typically
returned upon successful lookup of a message. Some
callables close over the private payload of the returning
cell.

Furthermore, the same three cell instances are globally used
whenever we need to refer to nil, true, and false.
They will typically delegate to further cells that will provide
functionality required for these datatypes in the realized
high-level language.

When drawing a diagram of cell instances, we use the
symbols presented in Figure 1. Cell instances are represented
by squares that are marked with letters to denote different
cell types. Different kind of arrowheads are used to indicate
delegation and reference. Please refer to the caption of Fig-
ure 1 for details.

2.1 On Lookup of Messages
The CELL model is message-oriented (20), as such, all in-
teraction between cells is based on message sending. The
lookup mechanism iterates over the delegation tree of a re-
ceiver and stops when a cell in the tree responds to the sent
message.

Resending messages is treated specially: a resend starts at
the receiver again and uses “response counting” to skip re-
sponses. For example, given a message #foo with a resend
order of r=2, lookup does not return the first response, but
rather the second response from the tree of visited cells.

The lookup mechanism is implemented using the follow-
ing set of kernel primitives (listed here as UML method sig-
natures), for which a Python implementation is given in Ap-
pendix A:

Callable.call(Message): Cell
Cell.accept(Visitor)
Cell.full_lookup(Message): Callable
Cell.lookup(Message): Callable
Cell.send(Message): Cell
Lookup.visit(Cell)
Message.resend(): Cell

The lookup mechanism works as follows:

1. A cell S sends a message (consisting of name and argu-
ments) to cell R. We refer to S as the sender and to R as
the receiver.

2. A new message cell Mr with receiver R, sender S, name,
arguments, and a resend order of r > 1 is created. Nor-
mal messages use r=1, resent messages use rn+1=rn +
1.

3. The kernel calls full lookup on the receiver R with
message Mr as parameter. This creates a new lookup
visitor Vn where count n=1, which is accepted by the
receiver.

4. The lookup visitor Vn iterates over the delegation tree
of the receiver, that is following delegations pointers.
For branching cells, the branch pointer is followed first
and then the delegation pointer. On each cell, lookup
is called with Mr as parameter. If the visitor has not
stopped, it continues.

5. If a cell C responds to the message M , the index n of
Vn is compared to order r of Mr. If they are equal, the
visitor stops and returns with the callable K provided by
the lookup function of C. Otherwise, the index n of Vn is
increased by one, and lookup continues.

6. If lookup was successful, the callable K is executed with
message Mr as parameter, the returned value is returned
to the sender S.

Why response counting rather than doing resends by simply
continue lookup at the successor of the implementing cell?
To answer that, we must distinguish between two kind of
cells, branching cells and other cells. Branching cells have
two delegation pointers (branch and trunk), others cells have
one delegation pointer only.
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Figure 2. “Hello World” made of cells to illustrate the idiomatic structure of a class-based language realization with CELL:
(from top left to bottom right) H1 represents the metaclass, H2 provides class behavior, H3 represents the class, H4 provides
instance behavior, and eventually, H5 represents an instance of the class.

Given a delegation chain without branchings, both re-
sending approaches are equivalent. Given a delegation chain
with a branching cell, that is a delegation tree, the ap-
proaches differ. A “successor resend” in the branch will
never reach the cells in the trunk since the last cell of branch
does not point back to the trunk. Response counting how-
ever restarts the (re)send from the receiver and thus takes
both branch and trunk. As such, response counting is con-
ceptually related to performing resends with a continuation
of the original lookup.

3. Example 1: Hello World
This section provides an introductory example on how to
realize a class-based language with CELL. In a class-based
language there are three kinds of messages:

• Class messages can be sent without having an instance;
they are understood by the class itself rather than the
instance.

• Instance messages can only be sent if you have an in-
stance; they are understood by each instance of the class.

• Instance-specific messages can only be sent to one in-
stance; they are understood by one specific instance only.

This example exercises how to model a class that defines
both class- and instance methods.

Figure 2 shows the structure of Hello, a class made
of cells. There are two kind of cell groups: the groups on
the left represent objects, and the groups on the right repre-
sent method dictionaries. Typically we denote groups by the
name of their head cell. The cell groups are (from top left to
bottom right):

• H1 represents the metaclass of Hello. The main purpose
of a metaclass is to store the class-method dictionary H2
in its #methods slot.

• H2 represents the class-methods of Hello. It is referred
to by the #methods slot of the metaclass H1, and dele-
gated to by the last cell of the class H3.

• H3 represent the Hello class. Classes are instances of
their metaclasses. The last cell of Hello delegates the
class-method dictionary H2. Each class can create new
instances of itself and stores the instance-method dictio-
nary H4 in its #methods slot.

• H4 represents the instance-methods of Hello. It is re-
ferred to by the #methods slot of the class H3, and del-
egated to by the last cell of any instance, including H5.

• H5 represents an instance of Hello. The instance group
contains a slot for each instance variable, and the last
cell typically delegates to the instance-method dictionary
H4. As such, each instances has a separate state, while all
share the same behavior.
To install instance-specific behavior on an instance, one
would insert additional function cells at the end of an
instance group.

Actually printing Hello World works as follows (given in
Python-like pseudo-code for better readability3).

# Prints "Hello, Worlds!"
hello = Hello.send("new")
hello.send("text=", "Hello, Worlds!")
hello.send("print")

The above structure distinguishes classes and behavior.
Why? If the instance H5 would simply delegate to its class
H3 rather than, as it is done now, to behavior H4, then, both
class and instances would respond to the same messages—

3 For better readability, any code examples in this paper are provided as
Python code. Nevertheless, all examples presented in this paper are taken
from the running examples of the current Java prototype, available under
GPL license at http://smallwiki.unibe.ch/cells.

http://smallwiki.unibe.ch/cells


which is obviously not how class-based languages are sup-
posed to work.

3.1 Creating New Instances of a Class
New instances of Hello are created by sending the message
#new to the head cell H3. The Hello World example pro-
vided with the CELL prototype, implements instance cre-
ation as follows:

@bind(name = "new", arity = 0)
def create_instance(message):

h3 = message.send("receiver")
h5 = Head()
for name in h3.send("vars"):

h5.append(Slot(name))
h4 = self.send("methods")
head.append(h4)
return h5

The above Python code does the following.

1. get the receiver of the message, that is, class Hello,

2. create the head cell of the to-be-created instance group,

3. get the list of instance variable names from Hello’s vars
slot,

4. for each name, append a new slot cell to the instance
group,

5. get the instance-method dictionary, that is cell group H4,
from Hello’s methods slot,

6. append the dictionary to the the instance group, and

7. eventually, return the head of the instance group.

4. Cell Injection
Adding new cells to an existing group is either done by
appending the new cell to the last cell of the group, or by
inserting the new cell between two existing cells. We refer
to this as cell injection.

InjectionPoint

 after(Predicate): InjectionPoint

 append(Cell)

 before(Predicate): InjectionPoint

 insert(Cell)

 last(): Cell

 next(): Cell 

 set_next(Cell)

«interface»

Figure 4. The InjectionPoint interface provides an API that
can be used to find the correct “point of injection” for to-be-
added cells.

The InjectionPoint interface provides an API that
can be used to find the correct “point of injection” for to-
be-added cells. Injection of new cells typically works in two
steps as follows:

1. the point of injection is defined to be either before or after
a cell that satisfies a given predicate,

2. the to-be-added cell is inserted at that point.

before injection points are typically used to inject cells
that override or change existing behavior. Whereas after
injection points are most often used to install cells with novel
behavior just after the head cell of an object (or other unit of
abstraction).

5. Example 2: Dwemthy’s Array
This section illustrates how to extend a CELL-made high-
level language using a CustomLookup cell. We consid-
ers Dwemthy’s Array (13) as an example. Dwemthy’s Array
is a text based adventure game with a built-in coding chal-
lenge that uses the method missing hook. Our implementa-
tion however will not use such a hook, but rather a Custom-
Lookup cell.

In the game, a rabbit and creatures fight to death. One
particular creature is Dwemthy’s Array, an array filled with
creatures that initially delegates all received messages to its
first creature. If the creature dies, it is removed and thus the
next creature appears. The array does not die until all its
members are dead.

Figure 3 illustrates Dwemthy’s Array made of cells:
(from top left to bottom right) H1 models Dwemthy’s Array
using a custom lookup cell, H2 and H4 are creatures con-
tained in Dwemthy’s Array, H3 models the class behavior of
the Creature class, H5 models the rabbit, and eventually, H6
models the instance behavior of the Creature class.

Creatures are created by sending #new to the cell H3.
This creates a new head cell, appends four slot cells, initial-
izes the slots, and eventually, links them to H6 which pro-
vides the instance behavior of creatures.

The special behavior of Dwemthy’s Array is imple-
mented using a custom lookup cell that leverages lookup
from the C2-level of the CELL kernel to the C3-level of
the high-level language. Therefore, we can implement the
lookup of Dwemthy’s Array purely in terms of high-level
sends:

def lookup(w_message):
message = w_message.send("arg", 0)
self = message.send("receiver")
first = self.send("first")
if first.send("life").value == 0:

self.send("shift")
if self.send("empty?").value:

return Callable.constant(0)
first = self.send("first")

return first.full_lookup(message)

Please note, that by the protocol of CustomLookup, cus-
tom handlers receive the actual message as the first argument
of a wrapper message named #lookup. Thus, our custom
handler first unwraps the actual message, and then uses a se-
ries of high-level sends to dispatch the actual message on the
first element of the array.
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Figure 3. Dwemthy’s Array made of Cells: (from top left to bottom right) H1models Dwemthy’s Array using a custom lookup
cell, H2 and H4 are creatures contained in Dwemthy’s Array, H3 models the class behavior of the Creature class, H5 models
the rabbit, and eventually, H6 models the instance behavior of the Creature class.

6. Example 3: Smalltalk Made of Cells
This section provides a somewhat more complex example.
A minimal Smalltalk system is made of cells, which is then
considered by the two following sections as a case-study for
introducing traits (19) and first-class object references (12).

“Smalltalk made of Cells” (or short CELLTALK) con-
sists of the following four classes: Object, Behavior,
Class, and Metaclass, each with an corresponding
metaclass. Behavior inherits from Object, both Class and
Metaclass inherit from Behavior. All four classes are the
sole instances of their corresponding metaclasses. The in-
heritance of metaclasses parallels that of classes, with the
addition that Object’s metaclass inherits from Class. All
metaclasses are an instance of Metaclass.

If you are unfamiliar with this setup, or even with Smalltalk’s
object model in general, please refer to Chapter 5 of the
“Squeak by Example” book (4) for an introduction to the
subject.

6.1 The Class Point and an Instance of Point
Figure 5 illustrates an (almost complete) cell graph of the
CELLTALK kernel together with a Point class and a Point in-
stance. On the left, the high-level abstractions of Smalltalk,
i.e., classes and objects, are shown as a UML class diagram,
whereas the main part of the figure is taken up by cells that
actually realizes these abstractions.

The Smalltalk abstractions are (from top to bottom):

• Everything is an Object. The classes of both classes
and object ultimately inherit from Object. Of particu-
lar interest is the custom lookup handler at the end of
Object’s method dictionary. This cell implements the
method-missing hook of Smalltalk-80 as follows:

def lookup(w_message):
dnu = "doesNotUnderstand:"
message = w_message.send("arg", 0)
self = message.send("receiver")
return self.send(dnu, message)

In Smalltalk-80 and many other dynamic languages,
hooks such as method missing or method added are pop-

ular extension points for custom language extensions. In
CELLTALK however, this kind of hook is rendered ob-
solete as CELL’s decomposition of objects into smaller
parts offers better modularization and separation of con-
cerns.

• Behavior is the common superclass of classes and
metaclasses. Behavior implements #new, so instances
of Behavior can create new instances of themselves. In-
stances of behavior have no state. Thus, #new is imple-
mented as follows.

def new(message):
self = message.send("receiver")
method_dictionary = self.send("methods")
head = Head()
head.append(method_dictionary)
return head

• Class extends Behavior with a name and named in-
stance variables. It overrides #new using a resend as fol-
lows.

def new(message):
self = message.send("receiver")
head = message.resend()
for name in self.send("vars").values:

head.insert(Slot(name))
return head

• Object class is the metaclass of Object. It imple-
ments class-behavior of Object, which is in this case
empty.

• Point class is the metaclass of Point. It implements
class-behavior of points, that is the constructor #x:y:.
The constructor takes two arguments and is implemented
as follows.

def x_y_(message):
self = message.send("receiver")
point = self.send("new")
point.send("x:", message.send("arg", 0))
point.send("y:", message.send("arg", 1))
return point
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Figure 5. Smalltalk made of Cells: (from top to bottom), class Object, class Behavior, class Class, metaclass of Object,
metaclass of Point, class Point, an instance of Point with instance variables x=2 and y=3. Cell groups in the center, that is
with odd header numbers, represents objects. Cell groups to the right, that is with even header numbers, represent method
dictionaries.

• Point is the class of Point. It specifies two instance vari-
ables named x and y, and implements instance-behavior
of points. As an example, accessors for polar coordinates
are shown on Figure 5.

• Eventually, the last item is an instance of Point. The
instance is represented by two cell groups. First, H13
represents the state of the instance, and second, H12 is
part of its class and provides instance-behavior. Thus
each instance has its own state, whereas all instances
share the same behavior.

However, in contrast to Smalltalk-80, in CELLTALK adding
instance-behavior to an instance is straightforward. Just in-
ject a new function cell either after H13 or before H12!

Messages sent to the instance are looked up in H13, H12,
and H2 in this order. By contrast, lookup of class-methods
(such as its constructor) starts at H11, and then traverses
H10, H8, H6, H4, and H2 in this order.

7. Example 4: Adding Traits
In this section, we extend the above CELLTALK kernel with
first-class support for traits. Traits are composable units

of behavior, similar to mixins (19), but avoiding fragility
problems that may arise when modifying classes or mixins.
When a class uses a trait, the trait contributes a set of ad-
ditional methods that are based on one (or more) existing
methods of the class. For example, the TBound traits con-
tributes the methods #bottom, #left, #right, #top,
and requires the method #bounds. Traits have no state and
can inherit from one or more other traits.

Semantically, traits can be flattened away (15). In prac-
tice, this means that traits can be introduced experimentally
to an existing class-based language “on the cheap” by flat-
tening them away to the host language (14). This may be
done because typical implementations of class-based lan-
guages do not allow one to extend the language with other
unit of abstractions, such as traits. In CELL however, we can.

Figure 6 illustrates how we extend the CELLTALK ker-
nel with traits. On the left, the high-level abstractions of
Smalltalk, i.e., classes, traits and objects, are shown in a
UML class diagram, whereas the main part of the figure is
taken up by cell-instances that actually realize these abstrac-
tions.
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Figure 6. CELLTALK with Traits: (from top to bottom) class Behavior, class Trait, TBounds trait, class Circle that uses
TBounds trait, an instance of Circle. The branching in the bottom right installs trait TBounds in the Circle class: messages
are first sent to the methods provided by trait TBounds, and second only to the instance-methods provided by class Circle.

The Smalltalk abstractions are (from top to bottom):

• Behavior is the common superclass of Class and Meta-
class. Instances of Behavior consist of a method dictio-
nary and an inheritance relationship. Behavior is thus the
natural extension point to add traits to the kernel.

• Trait extends Behavior with a name and functionally
to allow classes to use traits using the following method:

def install_on(message):
trait = message.send("receiver")
class = message.send("arg", 0)
m_dict = class.send("methods")
branch = Branch.new(trait)
m_dict.insert(branch)

This inserts a branching into the method dictionary of the
class. Branchings are cells with two delegation pointers:
lookup is first delegated to the branch, then to the next
cell.

• TBounds inherits from Trait. It provides four methods
that all depend on the class’s #bounds method.

• Circle is a class that uses the trait TBounds. Circle
itself provides an #bounds.

• Finally, we have an instance of Circle.

When #top is sent to the Circle instance, lookup reaches
the branching and takes the first branch. In the branch, the
message is matched and thus the #top method of the trait
is executed with the circle instance as receiver. In the body
of this method, #bounds is called. Again, lookup starts at
the circle instance, reaches the branching and takes the first

branch. But none of the trait methods match the message,
thus, lookup continues within the method dictionary of the
class Circle, where the message is eventually matched by the
#bounds method.

Neither the trait TBounds nor the provided methods
contain any reference whatsoever to the class Circle or the
circle instance. Therefore, the same trait can be used by any
number of classes and any number of instances.

7.1 On Resend and Super-send Semantics
It is in the interaction between modules to support traits and
class-inheritance that super-send semantics becomes inter-
esting. In the presented traits example, the resend semantics
of CELL are used to realize super-sends. Thus, if a trait-
method does a super-send, the lookup visitor first visits all
super-traits of the current class, and then the super-classes.
However, this is not in accordance with the conventional flat-
tening property of traits (15). Since traits are flattened, any
super-send from a trait-method should behave as if sent from
the class that imports the trait.

It remains open for further investigation how the desired
behavior of flattened traits could best be realized at the inter-
mediate level. Even though we introduced response count-
ing to route resent message from tree branches back to the
trunk, the resend semantics for CELL are limited. It is most
likely best to distinguish between “resend” as a concept of
the intermediate layer and “super-send” as a concept of the
high-level language, rather than trying to directly map super-
sends from the higher-level to resends at the lower-level.
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parameter aliases as :P, return aliases as :E, allocation as :A and initialization as :I.

8. Example 5: Adding First-Class References
In this section, we extend CELLTALK with first-class ob-
ject reference. Conceptually, we use the same approach as
Adrian Lienhard’s OBJECTFLOWVM (12), which extends
the virtual machine of Smalltalk-80 with first-class object
references.

Lienhard uses aliases as an abstraction to capture how
object references propagate through a running system. All
objects in the system are indirectly references through an
alias. Each time an object is passed along in the running
system, a new alias is created. The new alias references
the same object as the originating alias, and additionally,
maintains a pointer to the originating alias.

Different types of aliases are used to represent the differ-
ent sources of new object references:

• Allocation of an object,
• Initialization of a slot,
• Parameter passing into a method,
• Read access to a slot,
• Returning values from a method,
• and Write access to a slot.

Write aliases maintain two pointers: one to the originating
alias, and another to the alias that was previously contained
in the accessed slot.

Lienhard implements aliases as objects of the high-level
language that are transparently added by the VM whenever
an object reference is passed along. Our implementation
however is achieved purely at the level of cell composition,
so no changes to the underlying CELL kernel or virtual
machine are required. Extending CELLTALK with aliases

is simply a matter of changing the high-level methods that
create or manipulate high-level instances.

• Behavior#new is changed so that it wraps the head of
the just created instance group in an Allocation alias.

• Behavior#putMethod: is changed so that all in-
stalled functions are wrapped to create Parameter and Re-
turn aliases whenever they are called.

• Class#new is changed so that all created slots are
wrapped into a function that creates Read and Write
aliases upon access to the slot. Furthermore, all slots are
initialized with an Initialize alias.

Figure 7 illustrates an (incomplete) snapshot of a running
CELLTALK system with aliases. In the upper part, class Point
and an instance of Point are shown. In the lower part, the
complete alias tree of cell slot p.x is shown.

In contrast to plain CELLTALK (see Figure 5) the cell
groups that represent class Point and its instance are not
referenced by their head cells but rather through alias cells.
Nevertheless, head cells are still used as the identity of these
groups. As a consequence, alias cells respond to the message
#==, so identity comparison of alias cells can be delegated
to the referenced head cells.

The lower part of Figure 7 shows the alias tree stored
in the #x slot of the Point instance p. The sequence of
statements that led to this alias cells is as follows (given in
Smalltalk syntax):

p := Point x: 2 y: 3
q := Point x: 4 y: 5
p.x: q.x

Or, as expressed in terms of CELL message sends:



p = Point.send("x:y:", 2, 3)
q = Point.send("x:y:", 4, 5)
p.send("x=", q.send("x"))

Let’s for example follow the flow of the integer 4 on Fig-
ure 7: it has first been initialized, then passed to the con-
structor of q, then passed to the setter of q.x and written to
the x slot of q. Later, it has been read from the slot and re-
turned from a call to the reader of q.x. This return value has
been passed to the setter of p.x, and eventually been stored
in the x slots of p.

9. Discussion
The current implementation of CELL has been deliberately
limited to first getting the concepts right. The semantics of
CELL are currently given as Python code only; in the future
we would like to provide a operational semantics for the
language, potentially as a calculus of evolving objects (7).

The intermediate model presented in Section 2 provides
language designers with 10 different types of cell abstrac-
tions. However, this set is not necessarily complete. In a lan-
guage that supports more built-in data types besides integers
and strings, the number of different cell types might quickly
expand. It remains thus open to further investigation how to
best implement the differing capabilities of the different cell
types. There is a trade-off between complexity and extensi-
bility. If the cell types are provided as built-in primitives of
the intermediate language the set of different cell types will
not be extensible. On the other hand, if there is a general
abstraction that supports different types of cells the inter-
mediate model will be directly extensible at the cost of an
additional layer of complexity.

A practical limitation of CELL is runtime performance.
Performing lookup on long delegations chains of cells typi-
cally results in a linear search over all understood message
names. Therefore, we plan to introduce two new basic cell
types, namely Function- and SlotDictionary. Con-
secutive runs of either Function or Slot cells can be replaced
with a such a dictionary. However, for the sake of cell injec-
tion, this optimization must remain transparant to injection-
clients. For example, injecting a head cell in the middle of
a long run of optimized slots cells must split the according
SlotDictionary into two SlotDictionaries separated by the in-
jected head cell. More such optimizations are possible as
long as they remain transparent to lookup- and injection-
operations. For example, message lookup performance can
be further improved by installing caches on all, or at least
some cells. Head cells are particular candidates for caches,
as most often lookup starts with head cells. However, as
lookup in CELL is deliberately not limited to mere mes-
sage name matching, not all lookup results can be caches.
Lookup results that depend on contextual information that
might change between two subsequent calls of the same
message are not to be cached or else bad things may happen.
For example, imagine a lookup that takes context informa-

tion such as user authentication into account. It is clear that,
in this case, caching lookup responses beyond a user session
leads to a security leak.

The present prototype of CELL is further limited by not
providing a complete interpreter environment. Currently,
both call stack and garbage collection of the implement-
ing language are used. The same applies for syntax and byte
code. All this is done without loss of generality, as obviously
Cells can be extended to provide such functionality on their
own. One possible direction for further development of the
current prototype is to port its sources to RPython, in order
to use the PyPy tool chain (18) to automatically generate
full-fledged Cells VMs for different back-ends.

10. Related Work
The use of object fragmentation in CELL is obviously remi-
niscent of Ossher’s “sea of fragments” proposal (16). Ossher
proposes to represent objects as collaborating groups of frag-
ments with delegate-relationships between them. Each frag-
ment contributes a part of the object’s functionality. The key
motivation is to provide a better representation of aspects of
the intermediate language of virtual machines. The proposal
neither provides a running prototype nor does it go into the
details of implementing such a system.

The language model of CELL has predecessors in the As-
pect Machine of Haupt and Schippers (8) and the Object-
Flow VM of Adrian Lienhard et al. (12). Both approaches
split objects into at least two fragments, a head fragment and
the actual object.

In the Aspect Machine of Haupt and Schippers (8) each
object is represented by two or more fragments: a head
fragment, zero or more proxy fragments, and a body with
the entire object. The proxy fragments are used to install
aspects in the running system. The authors propose to build
a virtual machine based on that model, with common byte-
codes for object manipulation and dedicated byte-code set
to support proxy manipulation. One key difference is that
the CELL model does not distinguish between fragments and
actual objects. As a consequence the same set of operations
(or byte-codes) can be used to manipulate both objects and
aspects.

In the ObjectFlow VM of Lienhard et al. (12) each object
is represented by two or more fragments: one or more head
fragments (i.e., aliases) and a body with the actual object.
Section 8 presents a CELL implementation of their approach.
The head fragments are introduced to keep track of object
references. The authors use their system to realize a back-in-
time debugger.

Composing classes from smaller fragments is not novel.
Composition filters similarly enhance class abstraction in a
modular way by decomposing into smaller fragments (1). In
the model of CELL, objects are decomposed into fragments
as well, and furthermore, both classes and objects are de-
composed using the same set of fragments.



Also related is Daniel Bardou’s work on split objects
(3). The author uses head fragments to represent different
roles and viewpoints of the same object. All head fragments
associated with, i.e., referring to, the same object have the
same identity. This is analogous to what Cell does with
aliases, since all aliases pointing to the same head cell have
the same identity.

11. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have presented an intermediate model for
representing object-oriented languages. The model breaks
classes and objects into smaller fragments referred to as
cells. A basic set of 10 cell types is given. Composition is
used to realize various forms of method lookup and modu-
larization mechanisms.

Since UML has not been designed with cells in mind, a
novel graphical notation for the depiction of cells is intro-
duced and used throughout the paper.

A running prototype of CELL is provided, together with
examples that demonstrate the following capabilities of the
model:

• CELLTALK a basic Smalltalk kernel is introduced in Sec-
tion 6. We show how to model a class-based language
made of cell composition. In particular, the separation of
classes and behavior is identified as being idiomatic for
such languages.

• Custom lookup is presented in Section 5 as a replacement
of the method missing hook often found in dynamic lan-
guages.

• Traits are added to CELLTALK to demonstrate the useful-
ness of cell composition for implementing novel modu-
larization mechanisms (in Section 7).

• Aliases are added to CELLTALK to demonstrate the use-
fulness of cell composition for back-in-time debugging
(in Section 8).

A mechanism for re-sending of message is presented. How-
ever, the traits example reveals that a general approach for
realizing super-sends remains in need of further investiga-
tion.

The present prototype has been deliberately limited on
first getting the concepts right, before optimizing for perfor-
mance. It is however our conviction, that — now that the
concepts are stabilizing — CELL can be tuned to become
a performant and powerful intermediate machine, that can
be used for realistic implementation of high-level languages
with novel modularization mechanisms.
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A. Pseudo-Code of CELL lookup
The following pseudo-code illustrates how lookup is imple-
mented in CELL. Please refer to Subsection 2.1 for more in-
formation.

class Cell(object):
def __init__(self):

self.next = None

"Accept lookup- or injection-client."
def accept(self, client):

client.visit(self);
if client.stopped: return
if self.next is None: return
self.next.accept(client);

"Lookup message on self and all delegates."
def full_lookup(self, message):

lookup = Lookup(message)
self.accept(lookup)
if not lookup.stopped: return None
return lookup.fun

"Check if self (excluding delegates) responds."
def implements(self, message):

return self.lookup(message) is not None

"Lookup message on self (excluding delegates).
Must reply with a callable or None."
def lookup(self, message):

raise "Subclass responsability"

"Convenience method for message sending."
def send(self, name, args):

w_args = [System.wrap(x) for x in args]
message = Message(self,1,name,w_args)

"Lookup message and execute the reply."
def send(self, message):

fun = self.full_lookup(message)
if fun is None: raise Exception
return fun.call(message)

"Check if self or any delegate responds."
def responds_to(self, message):

return self.full_lookup(message) is not None

class Callable(Cell):
def __init__(lambda):

self.lambda = lambda

"Execute this callable."
def call(self, message):

return self.lambda(message)

class Message(Cell):
def __init__(self, R, order, name, args):

Cell.__init__(self)



self.receiver = R
self.order = order
self.name = name
self.args = args

"Resend this message."
def resend(self):

m = Message(
self.receiver,
self.order + 1,
self.name,
self.args)

return self.receiver.send(m)

class Lookup(object):
def __init__(self, message):

self.message = message
self.count = message.order
self.stopped = False

"Refer to Section 2.1 for more details."
def visit(self, cell):

self.fun = cell.lookup(self.message)
if self.fun is not None:

if self.count == 1:
self.stopped = True

else:
self.count = self.count - 1
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Abstract
Developing a machine model natively supporting aspect-
oriented programming (AOP) is fruitful not only for imple-
menting interpreters and compilers for AOP languages but
also for understanding the essence of the AOP paradigm.
This position paper shows a machine model based on open
classes and predicate dispatch and it briefly describes a list
of predicates that are necessary for modeling AspectJ. This
machine model is useful for comparing AOP and object-
oriented programming (OOP) on a side-by-side basis. Our
initial observation is that AOP is a natural extension to OOP
with respect to language constructs.

1. Introduction
Early aspect-oriented programming (AOP) languages such
as AspectJ were implemented as a program translator into a
program (or machine code) written in a non-AOP language.
These days, several virtual machines that directly support
AOP such as Steamloom [2] have been developed but their
support is still limited [5]. This is partly because of the lack
of a good machine model with native support for AOP.

To develop such a machine model for AOP, Haupt and
Schippers proposed the concept of virtual join points [5] and
showed the delegation-based AOP model based on that con-
cept. In their paper, they presented similarity between join
points in AOP and method calls in object-oriented program-
ming (OOP) and AOP makes join points virtual as OOP
makes function calls virtual (if we follow the C++ termi-
nology). Here, join points are execution points in which two
pieces of code are connected statically or slightly dynami-
cally by the dynamic method dispatch of OOP. AOP gives
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another kind of late-binding feature to the join points. The
delegation-based AOP model implements this virtualization
by inserting a proxy object into a message delegation chain.
In this model, all objects are prototype based and a method
dispatching mechanism is represented by message delega-
tion. Although a proxy can implement various kinds of ad-
vice, this model requires the delegation-chain mechanism to
be extended for supporting a new pointcut primitive. For ex-
ample, as shown in their paper, to support the cflow pointcut,
they had to introduce a new kind of delegation chain that is
effective only for a particular thread. Since the delegation
chain is a fundamental component of the prototype-based
object system, it should not be modified to support a new
pointcut primitive.

This paper presents another machine model for AOP. It
is still based on the concept of virtual join points but it uses
an extended version of predicate dispatch [4, 6] as the basic
mechanism. We believe that predicate dispatch is more in-
tuitive for implementing the virtual join points than the del-
egation chain. Presenting similarity between predicate dis-
patch and the pointcut-advice of AOP is not new. This fact
has been pointed out in a few papers [7, 1, 5]. The contri-
bution of this paper is to show what predicates are really
necessary for emulating pointcuts provided by AspectJ. We
believe that our model is also useful to understand AOP by
side-by-side comparison with OOP because predicate dis-
patch is a natural extension to the dynamic method dispatch
of OOP. It would be also possible to introduce good ideas,
such as the ambiguity property, for method dispatching in
OOP into AOP.

2. Basic constructs
In our model, objects are instances of classes, which can
consist of multiple modules as in open classes [3] and Hy-
per/J [8]. Suppose that we have the following class:

class Shape {
Position p;
Position getPos() { return p; }
void setPos(Position np) { p = np; }



}

Then we can define a complementary module that adds some
members to the Shape class. It would look something like
this:

class Updater refines Shape {
Display d;
void setDisplay(Display nd) { d = nd; }
void setPos(Position np) {
d.repaint();
// call a less-specific method with np.

}
}

This Updater class corresponds to an aspect in the sense of
AspectJ. We can define any number of classes that refine the
Shape class. Updater itself is not a complete class; it cannot
be instantiated. It is the name of a part of the declaration of
the Shape class.

The Updater class adds a field d and a method setDisplay.
These correspond to intertype declaration. Thus, at runtime,
the Shape class has not only p, getPos, and setPos but also
the added members d and setDisplay. An instance of the
original Shape class includes those added members even if
it is created by the code that does not expect the existence of
Updater at all.

Note that the Updater also adds a method setPos, which
is also declared in Shape. It is an advice. In this model, ad-
vising a join point is represented by overriding a method.
The setPos method in Updater overrides the setPos method
in Shape as an around advice in AspectJ does. Although
we use the term override, the semantics of our overriding is
slightly different from the normal one. The two implementa-
tions of setPos method given by Updater and Shape belong
to the Shape class at runtime. However, since the implemen-
tation given by Updater overrides the other, it is invoked
when the setPos method is called on an instance of Shape.
No “multiple methods are applicable” error will be thrown.
This is the same as the behavior of an around advice with the
execution pointcut, which is invoked instead of the method
specified by that execution pointcut when it is called.

3. Predicate dispatch
Since AspectJ provides several pointcut designators, simple
method overriding is not sufficient to model AspectJ. Thus,
we introduce an extended version of predicate dispatch. In a
language supporting predicate dispatch, such as JPred [6], a
method declaration can include predicates and it is invoked
only when all the predicates are true. The original predicate
dispatch allows only predicates that take local contexts such
as parameter values and the receiver object (i.e. the this
variable in Java). For example, JPred provides a predicate
that becomes true if a parameter value is an instance of a
specific class. This restriction is necessary for modular type
checking and compilation.

However, since AOP is a paradigm for dealing with a
crosscutting concern, our model for AOP needs some pred-
icates that deal with non-local contexts. In other words, en-
abling method dispatch depending on non-local contexts is
a unique feature of AOP against OOP. For example, see the
following aspect in AspectJ:

aspect Logging {
around(): call(void HashMap.put(..))

&& within(WebApp)) {
System.out.println(

"WebApp updates a hash map");
proceed();

}
}

This typical logging aspect declares an advice that is invoked
when any method in the WebApp class calls the put method
on a HashMap object. If a method in other classes calls it, the
advice is not invoked but the original put method is invoked.

In our model, this advice is interpreted as a method over-
riding the put method in the HashMap class only when the
client object that calls put is an instance of WebApp. Hence
we need a predicate that checks the type of the client object,
which is part of non-local contexts. The aspect described by
using our model would be something like this:

class Logging refines HashMap {
void put(Object key, Object value)

when client instanceof WebApp {
System.out.println(

"WebApp updates a hash map");
proceed();

}
}

The expression following when is the predicate for the put
method. Here, client is a hidden parameter, which is avail-
able without explicit declaration. It refers to the client object
that calls the method.

Our model accepts a method with some predicates. The
method with predicates does not have to override another
method that has no predicates. For example, a method m
may have only the implementations with predicates; in cer-
tain runtime contexts, all the implementations for m might
be ineffective and thus a “message not understood” error
would occur because all their predicates are false. However,
we can modify our model to fit AspectJ’s semantics. In As-
pectJ, an advice always modifies the behavior of an existing
method. To implement this semantics in our model, we must
constrain all methods with predicates to override the default
method, which has the same name and signature but no pred-
icates.

The predicates available in our model is defined as the
following:

<predicates> := <predicate>



| <predicate> <op> <predicates>

<predicate> := <var> instanceof <type>

| <var> statically-instanceof <type>

| <var> running <method>

| !<predicate>

| ( <predicate> )

<var> := this | client | client* | <parameter>

<op> := && | ||

As <var>, not only this (i.e. a callee object) and a call
parameter but also client is available to indicate the client
object that calls the method. Thus, instanceof predicates can
represent the same conditions that this, target, args, and
within pointcuts in AspectJ can do. statically-instanceof is
for the call pointcut in AspectJ. It checks the static type of
<var>, usually this. If the static type of the receiver object
is <type> at the client site, this predicate:

this statically-instanceof <type>

becomes true. The static types of client and the parame-
ters are always the same as their dynamic types. running
is for the withincode and cflowbelow pointcuts. It becomes
true if <var>, which is usually client or client*, is running
the specified <method>. client* represents any object con-
tained in the current call stack. Hence,

client* running <method>

becomes true only while the current thread of control is
executing the specified <method>. This corresponds to the
cflowbelow pointcut.

3.1 Exhaustiveness
The original predicate dispatch was carefully designed for
the exhaustiveness property. This property guarantees that
no “message not understood” error happens during run-
time. For example, the compiler of JPred [6] can modularly
check that this property is preserved. If predicate dispatch is
naively available, it is not obvious whether or not a program
has the exhaustiveness property because some methods may
have implementations effective only under certain runtime
conditions. If the compiler allows calling such a method, the
call would cause a “message not understood” (i.e. the called
method is not found) error when there is no implementation
effective for the calling contexts.

Unfortunately, our model does not enable static exhaus-
tiveness checks because a predicate may access client*,
which is never statically determined. On the other hand,
our modified model allows a compiler to statically check
that a given program preserves the exhaustiveness property.
Recall that we mentioned that, to make our model exactly fit
AspectJ’s semantics, we have to add an extra constraint to
our model. Since this modified model constrains a method
with predicates to override the default method, which does

not have predicates, any method has an implementation that
is always effective independently of runtime contexts. Thus,
the compiler can statically check exhaustiveness if all the
classes including aspect classes refining normal classes are
known to the compiler. Since our model adopts open classes,
the set of the methods available in a given class is not de-
termined unless all the modules contributing to that class (a
normal class and aspect classes refining it) are given.

To enable modular exhaustiveness checks, we must in-
troduce another language construct. For example, as eJava
[9] does, the client code must explicitly specify modules
that declare methods used by that client code. If the client
code uses the setDisplay method added by the aspect class
view.Updater to the original class model.Shape, it must in-
clude the following statement:

use view.Updater;

Then the compiler can understand that the setDisplay method
in the model.Shape class is declared in the source file of the
view.Updater class, which refines model.Shape. This en-
ables modular class-by-class compilation as the Java com-
piler does.

Note that the explicit import of modules via use state-
ment is not necessary when client code invokes an overrid-
ing method given by an aspect class. The compiler can per-
form modular exhaustiveness checks if the called method
is also declared in the original class or another aspect
class explicitly imported via use. Suppose that the refin-
ing class view.Updater overrides the setPos method in the
model.Shape class. The compiler can modularly perform
exhaustiveness check on the client code that will call the
setPos method whichever implementation will be invoked,
view.Updater’s or model.Shape’s.

3.2 Ambiguity
Another interesting property is ambiguity. If a program is
not ambiguous, a “multiple methods are applicable” error
never occurs during runtime. Ambiguity checking ensures
that there are no two methods that have the same name and
signature and also have predicates that become true in the
same runtime contexts.

Since AspectJ allows multiple advices modifying the be-
havior of the same join point, our model does not guarantee
that all programs preserve the ambiguity property. Two as-
pect classes refining the same normal class may override the
same method and their two overriding methods might be ef-
fective at the same time.

In AspectJ, programmers can explicitly specify the prece-
dence order among aspects. We can introduce a similar
mechanism into our model so that the ambiguity of method
dispatch will be resolved. Then a compiler will be able to
conservatively check that all necessary precedence order is
given.

We use predicates for representing the precedence order
among aspect classes. The most specific method among ef-



fective overriding methods is determined by using logical
implication relations among predicates. Note that the orig-
inal predicate dispatch also uses implication relations for
determining the most specific method. If two methods m1

and m2 are included in the effective methods for a method
call and m1’s predicate expression logically implies m2’s
predicate expression, then m1 is more specific method than
m2. For example, suppose that m1’s predicate expression is
p1 instanceof Rect and m2’s predicate expression is p1 in-
stanceof Shape, where p1 is the first parameter of m1 and
m2 and Rect is a subclass of Shape. Then m1 is more spe-
cific than m2 because, if p1 is an instance of Rect, then it is
always an instance of Shape.

We implement the precedence order by specializing this
algorithm for determining the most specific method. Let us
introduce a new predicate deploy. It takes one aspect class
name as a parameter. For example, deploy(Logging) is true
only when an aspect class named Logging is deployed. If
another aspect class Updater is also deployed and Logging
has higher precedence than Logging, then deploy(Logging)
logically implies deploy(Updater). The parameter of deploy
can be null. deploy(null) is logically implied by deploy(A)
for any aspect class A. In summary,

deploy(A) logically implies deploy(null) for any A.
deploy(A) logically implies deploy(B)

if A has higher precedence than B.

In our model, any method implicitly has a deploy predicate.
If the method is declared in an aspect class A , which refines
another class, then it has deploy(A). Otherwise, if it is de-
clared in a normal class, it has deploy(null). If two methods
m1 and m2 are effective and m1’s deploy logically implies
m2’s deploy, then m1 is a more specific method than m2

and hence m1 overrides m2. Other predicates are not used
to determine which method is more specific although it is
possible to enhance our model to use other predicates.

3.3 super andproceed

By introducing a deploy predicate, we could make our model
show similar behavior as AspectJ. However, to make our
model exactly emulate AspectJ’s semantics, we need more.

AspectJ has an algorithm for determining which advice
is first executed, that is, which method is the most specific.
However, this algorithm is not modular. Suppose that a class
Shape has a method setX. An aspect Logging declares an
advice α for calls to setX. There is another class Rect,
which is a subclass of Shape and overrides the method setX.
Calls to the method setX in Rect is advised by an advice
β declared in an aspect Updater. The aspect Logging has
higher precedence than Updater.

If the setX method is called on an instance of Rect, then
the advice α is first executed because Logging has the high-
est precedence. If α calls proceed, then the advice β is next
executed. After that, the method setX in Rect is executed. If

setX calls super.setX, then the advice α is executed again,
and finally the setX in Shape is executed. The order of speci-
ficity for each method is α, β, Rect.setX, α (again), and
Shape.setX. Note that the advice α is executed twice. Al-
though α advises the setX method in the super class, it is
executed for the call to the method in the subclass and it is
executed again for the call on super.

To emulate this behavior, our model also has to support
both super and proceed to invoke a less specific method:

• proceed(p1, p2, ...)
This invokes a less specific method with parameters p1,
p2, ... The order of specificity is determined by deploy
predicates and declaring classes. This is usually used by
methods in aspect classes.

• super.<method>(p1, p2, ...)
This calls the same method on the same instance with
using the super class as the dynamic type of that instance.
This is usually used by methods in normal classes.

For the example above, the setX method in Rect should
call super.setX(newX) in our model. The setX methods in
the aspect classes Logging and Updating should call pro-
ceed(newX). Then the behavior of a call to setX on an in-
stance of Rect is the same as in AspectJ.

4. Concluding remarks
This paper presents an AOP machine model based on open
classes and predicate dispatch. This model leads us to re-
gard AOP as a natural extension to OOP. The paper argued
that the language constructs of AOP are fairly equivalent to
an extended version of predicate dispatch and thereby it is
possible to directly compare AOP with other OOP-based
programming paradigms. The contribution of this paper is
to show what predicates are really necessary for emulating
pointcuts provided by AspectJ. The original predicate dis-
patch allows only predicates that take local contexts such
as parameter values and the receiver object. This restriction
is for modular type checking and compilation. On the other
hand, to emulate pointcuts, we had to allow predicates that
deal with non-local contexts such as the client object. This is
necessary for modularizing crosscutting concerns. A draw-
back of this fact is that modular type checking and compila-
tion is sacrificed.

The presented work is still at a very early stage and this
paper shows only a very rough sketch of the machine model.
A lot of work remains. Our model does not support pattern
matching or several pointcuts such as if, handler, set, or get.
It does not support aspect instances.
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Abstract

Various aspect-oriented languages, e.g., AspectJ, Aspect-

Werkz, and JAsCo, have been proposed as extensions to one

particular object-oriented base language, namely Java. But

these extensions do not fully take the interactions with the

Java 2 security model into account. In particular, the im-

plementation technique of advice weaving gives rise to two

security issues: the erroneous assignment of aspects to pro-

tection domains and the violation of namespace separation.

Therefore, a comprehensive discussion of the design choices

available with respect to interactions with the dynamic class

loading facilities of the Java VM is provided.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.2 [Programming

Languages]: Language Classifications—Multiparadigm lan-

guages, Object-oriented languages; D.4.6 [Operating Sys-

tems]: Security and Protection—Access controls

General Terms Languages, Security

Keywords Advice weaving, aspect-oriented programming,

dynamic class loading, Java security model

1. Introduction

The paradigm of aspect-oriented programming (AOP) aims

at the modularization of cross-cutting concerns [13], i.e.,

concerns which cut across modularizations as offered by

other paradigms, e.g., across class hierarchies in the case of

object-oriented programming (OOP). To this end, an aspect

language typically extends a base language rooted in an-

other paradigm with a new kind of module: the aspect. For

various aspect-oriented languages, e.g., for AspectJ [12, 3],

AspectWerkz [7], and JAsCo [18, 19], this base language

was chosen to be Java [10], whose entire security model re-
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volves around the sole kind of module known to it: the class.

Thus, the question arises how to best integrate aspects with

Java’s class-centric model in the light of the Java VM’s dy-

namic class loading facility. In this paper we argue for in-

creasing the level of class loader awareness of execution en-

vironments geared towards AOP and show how failure to

do so can have serious security implications. To bolster the

argument we have surveyed the behavior of current imple-

mentations, characterized interactions between classes and

aspects, and identified a desirable design.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-

tion 2 provides background material on two subjects: The

security model of Java is described in Section 2.1, whereas

Section 2.2 describes aspect-oriented programming and the

weaving technique used by its implementations. Section 3

lists the surveyed implementations, before Section 4 char-

acterizes not only the class loading behavior their execution

environments exhibit, but also the design we deem most de-

sirable. Section 5 mentions further implementation issues,

Section 6 cites related work, and Section 7 concludes our

position and gives suggestions for future work.

2. Background

The interactions between aspects and the class-based secu-

rity model of Java are often subtle. It is therefore crucial

to understand both the design of Java’s security model and

common implementation techniques of aspect-oriented lan-

guages.

2.1 The Java 2 Security Model

The Java VM’s facilities for dynamic class loading [14]

are an intrinsic part of the Java 2 security model, col-

loquially called the “Java sandbox.” Said model revolves

around three core components: the SecurityManager,

the AccessController, and the ClassLoader.

2.1.1 Access Control

All operations deemed critical in the core API of Java are

subject to access control; permissions, e.g., to delete a file,

are ultimately granted by a SecurityManager, as is

shown in the following.



1 class File {

2 // ...
3 boolean delete() {

4 SecurityManager m =

5 System.getSecurityManager();

6 Permission p =

7 new FilePermission(this.getPath(),

8 FILE_DELETE_ACTION);

9 if (m != null)

10 m.checkPermssion(p); // May throw SecurityException
11 // Perform delete
12 }

13 }

With the advent of Java 2, this mechanism’s flexibility

has been greatly enhanced by the AccessController

framework for user-defined policies [9]. Hereby the VM’s

SecurityManager bases its decision of whether to grant

a permission both on a user-configurable policy and on the

calling context of the request. To determine the latter, the

AccessController inspects all so-called protection do-

mains recorded on the call stack and grants only those per-

missions afforded by each of them.1 Which domain a frame

belongs to thereby depends on the declaring class of the

frame’s corresponding method; which domain the class in

question belongs to is fixed during class loading, e.g., de-

pending on the source the class’s code has been obtained

from.

2.1.2 Dynamic Class Loading

Class loaders have been introduced to the Java security

model in order to facilitate multiple namespaces, a user-

definable class loading policy, and type-safe linkage in the

presence of lazy loading [14]. They are responsible for re-

solving symbolic references [15, §5.1], i.e., fully qualified

class names, to Class instances. Furthermore, it is among

the class loaders’ responsibilities to assign any newly de-

fined class to a protection domain. Since class loaders thus

form one of the corner stones of Java’s security model, both

the creation of and access to class loaders are controlled by

a SecurityManager.

The ability to create ClassLoader instances also en-

tails the ability to define new namespaces which can cleanly

separate trusted from untrusted classes. This is possible

since a class’s identity is not uniquely determined by its

name alone; at least at run-time class loaders need also

be taken into account. This is exemplified by Figure 1,

which depicts a typical class loader hierarchy in which

the class loader instances AppletClassLoader@5 and

AppletClassLoader@6 are used to separate the Java

applets defined by them not only from one another but also

from other parts of the application; classes defined by the

two instances are, e.g., unable to refer to classes defined by

either URLClassLoader as they reside within different

branches of the class loader hierarchy.

1 Privileged actions, which exempt parts of the call stack from inspection,

are beyond the scope of this paper (cf. Section 7).

bootstrap class loader

ExtClassLoader@1

AppClassLoader@2

URLClassLoader@3 AppletClassLoader@6

AppletClassLoader@5

URLClassLoader@4

Figure 1: A class loader hierarchy, rooted at the bootstrap

class loader [15, §5.3.1] and defining two separate names-

paces for Java applets.

This behavior in which classes can refer only to classes

defined by their own class loader or one of its ancestors in the

hierarchy is only a convention—although one almost uni-

versally obeyed. What ultimately determines the Class re-

turned upon a call to a class loader’s loadClass2 method

is up to its (user-definable) implementation. Typically, this

initiating class loader first delegates to its parent class loader

before attempting to define the class on its own by means of

its defineClass method. There are exceptions, though:

Servlet containers follow the so-called delegation inversion

model, which behaves the other way around—but can be em-

ulated by the standard delegation model. But regardless of

how delegation is handled, the Java VM places constraints

upon loading which ensure type-safe linkage [15, §5.3.4];

thus, any delegation model is merely a set of guidelines on

how to fulfill these constraints.

Even though these guidelines may appeal to our intuition

of a class loader hierarchy, we cannot rely on any such be-

havior; thus, we have to adopt the following definitions [15,

§5.3] and notation [14] to precisely describe class loading.

Definition 2.1. Let c = l.loadClass(”C”). Then l is

said to be the initiating class loader of the class c.

Definition 2.2. Let c = lc.defineClass(”C”). Then lc
is said to be the defining class loader of the class c, i.e., lc
defines c.

Note that due to delegation there may be multiple initiat-

ing class loaders of a class; however, for any class c there is

always a single defining class loader lc.

Notation 2.1. A class named ”C” is denoted by ⟨”C”, lc⟩l,
if lc and l are its defining and initiating class loaders, re-

2 All attempts to load a class dynamically are channeled through the

loadClass method; the well-known Class.forName, e.g., simply de-

fers class loading to this method.



spectively. If clear from context, this will be abbreviated to

⟨”C”, lc⟩ or ⟨”C”⟩l.

2.2 Aspect-oriented Programming

In AOP’s pointcut-and-advice flavor [16], which will be

the focus of this paper, aspects affect the execution of so-

called join points, e.g., calls to methods or accesses of fields.

Hereby pointcuts select a set of join points at which—in

addition to the action of the join point itself, i.e., the method

call or field access—additional actions are to be performed

in the form of so-called advice.

The following fragment exemplifies this; it defines a

pointcut together with its associated advice which intercepts

all calls to delete in order to subject this file I/O opera-

tion to access control as described in Section 2.1.1. Hereby

the call atomic pointcut determines the join point shadow,

i.e., the actual call instructions at which the advice will take

effect, whereas the target atomic pointcut binds a context

value, namely the callee. If permission is granted, the advice

proceeds to the intercepted method, i.e., to delete().

1 aspect AccessControl {

2 around(File f) : call(File.delete())

3 && target(f) {

4 SecurityManager m =

5 System.getSecurityManager();

6 Permission p =

7 new FilePermission(f.getPath(),

8 FILE_DELETE_ACTION);

9 if (m != null)

10 m.checkPermssion(p); // May throw SecurityException
11 proceed(f); // Proceed with f.delete()
12 }

13 }

The above illustrates the usefulness of the aspect-oriented

paradigm to modularize cross-cutting concerns like access

control, which would otherwise be tangled with code imple-

menting totally unrelated concerns, e.g., performing file I/O.

In order to realize these semantics on top of the Java

platform, implementations of aspect-oriented languages (cf.

Section 3) typically “weave” a call to a synthetic advice

method into the code of the base program [11], thereby

altering classes other than the aspect; this is illustrated by

the listing below, which completely replaces all calls to

delete().3

1 AccessControl a = AccessControl.aspectOf();

2 a.around$1(f, new AroundClosure$2());

Code like the above is generated at different times by dif-

ferent implementations, e.g., at compile-time, post-compile-

time, load-time, or run-time. For the purpose of this discus-

sion, the former two options have the same implications and

will therefore be subsumed under the term static weaving.

While they are altogether ignorant of dynamic class loading,

it is impossible to weave into classes from a code source dif-

3 For readability, the listing is presented as Java source code, even though

advice weaving is typically performed at the level of Java bytecode.

ferent from the aspect’s. Since consequently only the secu-

rity considerations for ordinary Java apply in this case, static

weavers have been excluded from the survey.

Like compile-time and post-compile-time weavers, load-

time and run-time weavers share a number of characteristics

and will henceforth be subsumed under the term dynamic

weaving. In contrast to run-time weaving load-time weav-

ing has one caveat [2]: “All aspects to be used for weaving

must be defined to the weaver before any types to be wo-

ven are loaded.” This applies not only to AspectJ, whose

Development Environment Guide this quote is taken from,

but to other languages supporting load-time weaving as well,

for otherwise classes may be “missed by [weaving] aspects

added later, with the result that invariants across types fail.”

3. Surveyed Implementations

We have surveyed the latest incarnations of several aspect-

oriented languages all of which support dynamic weaving.

3.1 AspectJ 1.6

The AspectJ programming language [12] is arguably the

most prominent aspect-oriented language, whose implemen-

tations can utilize not only compile-time and post-compile

time weaving but also load-time weaving. Furthermore, two

alternative implementations of the latter exist: One uses a

Java 5 agent and one uses a custom class loader. Both im-

plementations take dynamic class loading into account; it is

thus claimed [2] that they “compl[y] with the Java 2 security

model.” Of these implementations the agent-based one has

been our main object of study. Not only is it the most recent,

but also not subject to further issues as described in Sec-

tion 5; it applies a class file transformation upon class def-

inition but does not otherwise interfere with dynamic class

loading.

3.2 AspectWerkz 2.0

In contrast to AspectJ, AspectWerkz [7] is not so much an

aspect-oriented language but a framework. Still, just as for

AspectJ, class-loader aware implementations exist. In fact,

AspectWerkz comes with a number of alternative implemen-

tations of run-time weaving. Several of these are specific to

a single VM, e.g., to the JRockit or HotSpot VM [17]. One

implementation, however, is universally available across all

VMs supporting the Java 5 platform. Consequently, this

agent-based implementation has been surveyed.

3.3 JAsCo 0.8.7

The design goal of the JAsCo language [18] was to com-

bine aspect-oriented and component-based software devel-

opment. As the latter typically makes—at least in a Java

environment—heavy use of dynamic class loading, it stands

to reason that JAsCo should have a high level of class loader

awareness. Beyond mere static weaving JAsCo also offers

two implementations supporting run-time weaving by means



of HotSwap or a Java 5 agent. As the former implementation

is marked deprecated, we have chosen the latter.

4. Characterization of Class Loading

Behavior

The presence of protection domains and class loaders [9, 14]

within the Java VM gives rise to two crucial questions:

Which protection domain ought aspects be assigned to? And

which classes ought to be affected by which aspects? While

Section 4.1 answers the former question, Section 4.2 at-

tempts an answer to the latter.

4.1 Protection Domain Assignment

As the protection domains are assigned by the class loader

and all surveyed implementations compile aspects to ordi-

nary class files, it is natural that an aspect gets assigned a

protection domain based on the source of said file. But while

this assignment seemingly integrates aspects with the Java

security model, it is oftentimes jeopardized by the weaving

technique used.

The reason for this is that optimizing weavers may decide

to replace the call to the synthetic advice method (cf. Sec-

tion 2.2) with the advice body itself. This implementation

technique, known as inlining [4], severs the link of an aspect

to its protection domain; the advice’s code becomes part of

the join point shadow’s class. As such it belongs to the lat-

ter’s protection domain in the eyes of the VM. This fact can

be exploited by an aspect which is woven into a trusted class.

Due to inlining the aspect’s protection domain is no longer

recorded on the call stack when the inlined advice’s action

is performed; consequently, all permissions granted to the

trusted class are granted to the aspect as well. To prevent this

escalation of privileges we therefore postulate that code con-

tributed by an aspect should always be treated as belonging

to that aspect’s protection domain. This is feasible even in

the presence of inling as virtual machines already cope with

similar situations by maintaining a mapping from machine

code addresses to methods [1, 17].

It should be noted that the above issue is independent of

the issues surrounding privileged aspects [8],4 which

allow an aspect to call methods or access fields otherwise

inaccessible to it. In contrast to access modifiers of method

or fields, protection domains control, e.g., whether a file I/O

operation may be performed; thus, they govern a different

set of privileges.

4.2 Namespace Separation

In addition to the above issue, inlining may violate names-

pace separation: When resolving symbolic references an in-

lined advice would use the join point shadow’s defining class

loader instead of the class loader its declaring aspect is de-

fined by. Similar to the issue of protection domain assign-

4 Privileged aspects are not to be confused with privileged actions.

ment all code contributed by an aspect should thus be as-

signed the aspect’s defining class loader.

But irrespectively of the weaving technique used, there

is the more general question of which aspects may affect

which classes. When addressing this question, it is useful

to abandon the notion of weaving (cf. Section 2.2) for the

moment, and rather discuss design decisions in terms of

virtual method calls alone,5 as they ultimately give rise to

the join points in question.

Consequently we focus on the three classes involved dur-

ing method dispatch: the caller’s dynamic type, the callee’s

static type, and the callee’s dynamic type. Of these only

the former two are decisive during resolution [15, §5.4.3],

whereas the latter is not considered by the Java VM when

resolving the symbolic reference. The callee’s dynamic type

is, however, useful when deciding whether a method call like

f.delete() ought to be advised or not—at least, the ex-

istence of execution atomic pointcuts [5] in all surveyed

languages stipulates this. Consequently, we take all three

types and their class loaders into account. Hereby, b will de-

note the dynamic type of the caller in the base program, c

will denote the static type of the callee, and d will denote the

dynamic type of the callee. Their defining class loaders will

be denoted by lb, lc, and ld.

Utilizing the notation introduced in Section 2 we now de-

fine four cases which describe the relative position of two

class loaders la, lz in the class loader hierarchy—under the

assumption that the standard delegation model is adhered

to. If not, the definitions below approximate the class load-

ers’ relationship as suggested by the names chosen. So, let

a = ⟨”A”, la⟩ and z = ⟨”Z”, lz⟩.

Same The equation la = lz captures the simplest case possi-

ble: Both classes are defined by the same class loader.

Ancestor-or-same This case, denoted by la ≽ lz , is defined

by the equation a = ⟨”A”⟩lz . Under the above assumption

it reflects the intuition that the class loader la resides

above lz in the hierarchy. (Ancestor, denoted by la ≻ lz ,

is defined analogously.)

Descendant-or-same This case, denoted by la ≼ lz , is de-

fined by the equation z = ⟨”Z”⟩la and reflects the intuition

of la residing below lz in the hierarchy. (The analogously

defined Descendant is denoted by la ≺ lz .)

Sibling If neither of the above three equations holds, la
and lz are assumed to reside in different branches of the

hierarchy. This case is denoted by la Ç lz .

Note that neither ≽ nor ≼ are guaranteed to be transitive if

the standard delegation model is not adhered to. If the above

assumption holds, however, transitivity does hold as well. In

the following we will indicate this by a distinct notation: ⩾
and ⩽.

5 The discussion carries over to field accesses and static method calls.



AspectJ Desired

lb lc ld AspectWerkz JAsCo Design

la

> > > 3 3 7

< < < 7 7 7

Ç < < 7 7 7

< < Ç 7 7 7

Ç < Ç 7 7 7

Ç Ç Ç 7 7 7

⩾ ⩽ ⩾ 3 3 3

⩾ < < 3call 7 3

⩾ < Ç 3call 7 3

< < ⩾ 3execution 3 3

Ç < ⩾ 3execution 3 3

Table 1: The class loading behavior exhibited by imple-

mentations of aspect-oriented languages. (AspectJ and As-

pectWerkz exhibit the same behavior and are thus sub-

sumed.)

For all relations of the class loaders lb, lc, ld to an as-

pect’s class loader la Table 1 shows whether AspectJ, As-

pectWerkz, and JAsCo allow or disallow advice weaving.

The rightmost column hereby shows the class loading be-

havior we deem most desirable and which will be argued

for in the following. Note that certain combinations are not

shown, as the constraints imposed by the Java VM during

class loading require that lb ≼ lc and lc ≽ ld.

According to the AspectJ language’s Development Envi-

ronment Guide [2] “[a] class loader may only weave classes

that it defines.” This statement is, however, grossly mislead-

ing. As Table 1 shows, execution environments for AspectJ

do in many case weave calls when the aspect has been de-

fined by a class loader different from the base program’s.

The above quote can only be understood in the context of

the following rule: “All aspects visible to the weaver are us-

able. A visible aspect is one defined by the weaving class

loader or one of its parent class loaders.” Thus, advising a

call made by b is allowed whenever la ≽ lb.

As can be seen in the table’s first row, each surveyed im-

plementation weaves advice if the aspect’s class loader la is

an ancestor of the other three class loaders lb, lc, ld. How-

ever, we deem this behavior undesirable as it allows an as-

pect a to advise method calls even if symbolic references

to methods declared by c are not resolvable since la > lc
implies that la ⋠ lc. This behavior then conflicts with the

semantics Java as a base language exhibits in the light of re-

flection: It is not possible for a class a to obtain reflective ac-

cess to a method declared by c. Weaving is also undesirable

in situations where all three class loaders lb, lc, ld are ances-

tors or siblings of la, as this would allow an aspect loaded

by la to affect the behavior of classes loaded by the boot-

strap class loader or comprising an applet container as well

as other applets (cf. Figure 1). In fact, none of the surveyed

implementations exhibits this behavior.

All other situations shown are desirable and for the most

part supported by AspectJ, AspectWerkz, and JAsCo. The

situations where la ⩾ lb, la < lc, and la < ld or la Ç ld, how-

ever, are only partly supported by AspectJ and AspectWerkz

and unsupported by JAsCo. Situations like these occur, e.g.,

if an applet managed by a container calls to a system class,

and said container attempts to advise these calls to introduce

access control (cf. Section 2.2). In AspectJ and AspectWerkz

this is only possible by means of a call atomic pointcut,

but not by an execution one, as the former causes advice

weaving in the caller’s class, whereas the latter weaves into

the dynamic callee’s class [5]. As JAsCo consistently per-

forms execution-style weaving [19], this situation cannot

be coped with by JAsCo. Similar restrictions apply to situ-

ations where la < lc, la ⩾ ld, and la < lb or la Ç lb; they

occur, e.g., if an applet registers a call-back with a system

class. Hereby, the call-back’s interface, i.e., its static type,

is defined by the system class loader lc and the call-back’s

implementation, i.e., its dynamic type, is defined by the ap-

plet’s class loader ld. The situation in the last row is of spe-

cial interest, as weaving may violate the loading constraints

imposed by the Java VM [15, §5.3.4] if the pointcut binds

context relating to the (invisible) caller.

The main characteristic of the desired situations shown in

Table 1 is that the aspect is visible from either the caller’s or

the callee’s point of view: la ≽ lb or la ≽ ld; this character-

izes not all such situations, however, as the table’s first row is

exceptional. Furthermore, the table contains only those situ-

ations which may occur when adhering to the standard del-

egation model; pathological cases where, e.g., both la ≻ lb
and la ≺ lb hold have been omitted.6

5. Further Issues

As mentioned in Section 3.1, AspectJ also comes with an

implementation performing load-time weaving by means of

a custom class loader. This implementation has one serious

limitation, though: Maintaining multiple namespaces by us-

ing a hierarchy of class loaders is impossible. This is due

to the fact that advice are woven by the defineClass

method of the custom WeavingURLClassLoader. Thus,

in order for a class to be affected, it has to be defined by this

loader, which effectively supplants Java’s application class

loader. However, as the defining class loader, together with

the fully qualified name, determines a class’s identity, it is

outright impossible to use two classes with the same fully

qualified name (cf. Section 2.1.2); in a sense, the class loader

hierarchy collapses into a single class loader.

6 The complete data and the survey’s setup are available to the public:

http://www.st.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/static/

pages/projects/ALIA/alia.html.



Another issue is the requirement imposed by the dynamic

weavers of both AspectJ and AspectWerkz to declare as-

pects in an aop.xml resource which accompanies the as-

pect’s class file. Thus, the question arises whether the

class loader lr loading the resource or the class loader la
defining the aspect’s class determines the protection domain

the aspect is assigned to. While it may seem reasonable to

enforce the condition la = lr, this class loading constraint

prevents a valid use case: An aspect in a library defined by

an ancestor class loader can selectively be enabled by declar-

ing its use in an aop.xml file. Therefore, la ≽ lr may be an

alternative constraint well worth considering.

Finally, one noteworthy difference of JAsCo to the cor-

responding implementations of AspectJ and AspectWerkz

is that JAsCo requires all so-called connectors, which en-

able JAsCo’s aspects, to be loadable by the application class

loader. As a direct consequence of this restriction, every as-

pect resides along with its connectors in the class loader hi-

erarchy at the highest level reachable by ordinary application

classes. But this severely limits the possibility to introduce

aspect libraries and aspectual containers into the class loader

hierarchy.

6. Related Work

While all of the surveyed aspect-oriented languages provide

implementations which are aware of the Java VM’s class

loading facilities, little has been published on the design

decisions beyond the level of developer documentation [2].

The need for controlling advice weaving, however, has been

acknowledged and led to the proposal of a so-called aspect

permission system [8]. The proposed system would ideally

extend Java’s AccessController framework (cf. Sec-

tion 2.1.1) with permissions controlling whether a particular

method call may be advised or not.

While this level of control may be useful, the use of the

aforementioned framework requires not only a fine-grained

policy, but also restricts the policy to one of “default deny.”

This generally is a sensible choice. It can be problematic

when controlling advice, however, as one of the benefits of

AOP is that often the base program can be oblivious of the

aspects applied. Such obliviousness would be compromised

if permissions needed to be granted to each aspect explicitly.

Whether a policy of “default allow” is more desirable is,

however, open to debate. In either case, restricting advice

weaving by means of the namespace separation offered by

Java’s dynamic class loading facility nicely complements an

aspect permission system as it offers a more coarse-grained

mechanism.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

We have shown two shortcomings in the class loading be-

havior of several existing execution environments for as-

pect languages based on Java: A protection domain may

be erroneously assigned when advice is inlined and names-

pace separation cannot always be guaranteed. Furthermore,

we have identified both desirable and undesirable behavior

for dynamic weaving in the presence of class loaders and

characterized it analogously to virtual method calls. The de-

sired design has been characterized by two simple conditions

based on the static and dynamic type of the callee at join

points. In particular, these conditions abstract away from

implementation issues like the distinction between call

and execution join points, which would introduce fur-

ther subtleties [5] to the already subtle matter of dynamic

class loading. We hope that a unified concept, e.g., virtual

join points [6], will help to further clarify and formalize

the class loading behavior of Java-based aspect-oriented lan-

guages. For the moment, however, we propose that the fol-

lowing guidelines be followed when implementing any form

of dynamic weaving.

• Advice must be executed within the protection domain of

its declaring aspect.

• Advice must resolve symbolic references with the class

loader of its declaring aspect.

• Aspects should affect only method calls when visible to

the caller’s or callee’s dynamic type—unless the callee’s

static type is in turn invisible to the aspect.

However, further design choices still need to be made.

We thus seek to establish answers for the following three

questions: If aspects are declared and defined by different re-

sources, should constraints on the class loaders be enforced?

How to best integrate an aspect permission system with

class-based security? And how to secure advice weaving at

privileged actions? Answering these questions can guide im-

plementers to aspect languages which fully comply with the

security model of the Java language.
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Abstract
Constructs of dynamic nature, e.g., history-based pointcuts
and control-flow based pointcuts, have received significant
attention in recent aspect-oriented literature. A variety of
compelling use cases are presented that motivate the need
for efficiently supporting such constructs in language im-
plementations. The key challenge in implementing dynamic
constructs is to efficiently support runtime adaptation of the
set of intercepted join points at a fine-grained level. This
translates to two high-level requirements. First, since the
set of intercepted join points may change, such implemen-
tations must provide an efficient method to determine this
set membership, i.e., whether the currently executing join
point needs to be intercepted. Second, the frequency with
which such set membership needs to be determined must be
minimized. In previous work, Dyer and Rajan proposed a
dedicated caching mechanism to address the second require-
ment. In this work, we propose a mechanism to address the
first requirement. This requirement translates to efficiently
evaluating whether a join point is intercepted by a set of
pointcut expressions. In the worst case, at every join point
there may be the need to determine whether it is intercepted.
Therefore, even modest savings in such mechanisms is likely
to translate to significant savings in the long run.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.5 [Programming
Techniques]: Object-oriented Programming; D.3.3 [Pro-
gramming Languages]: Language Constructs and Features
— Control structures; Procedures, functions, and sub-
routines; D.3.4 [Programming Languages]: Processors —
Code generation, Run-time environments
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1. Introduction
In aspect-oriented (AO) languages [9, 15], join points are
implicitly-defined by the language as certain kinds of stan-
dard actions (such as method calls) in a program’s execution.
Pointcut designators (PCDs) are used to declaratively select
a subset of join points in the program. These selected join
points are then composed with additional behavior based on
a declarative specification. For this composition (often called
weaving), it is necessary to evaluate the PCDs to deter-
mine the sub-set of join points that they select. In statically-
compiled AO languages, the bulk of the PCD evaluation is
done at compile-time and the remaining evaluation is de-
ferred until run-time (often called dynamic residue) [12].

PCD evaluation needs to be deferred until run-time in
two cases. First, when the necessary information for PCD
evaluation is not known until run-time, e.g., in the case of
if PCDs where the boolean condition needs to be evaluated
at runtime, this PCDs where the exact type of the object
may not be known statically, cflow-like PCDs where the
exact control-flow graph may not be known statically, etc.
Second, when a new PCD is added to the system, e.g.,
by dynamically loading a class containing new PCDs and
thereby changing the system configuration at runtime [21],
by creating new PCDs in more dynamic approaches that
support first-class PCDs [30], etc.

A number of techniques have appeared that optimize
PCD evaluation for the first case, i.e., when PCD evaluation
requires run-time information. Among others, Aotani and
Masuhara [2] optimize analysis-based pointcuts, Avgusti-
nov et al. [3] optimize control-flow based pointcuts, Bod-
den et al. [7] optimize history-based pointcuts, Klose, Oster-
mann and Leuschel [16] use partial evaluation to reduce the
PCD evaluation done at run-time, and most recently Sewe,
Bockisch and Mezini [26] optimize evaluation of dynamic
residues by eliminating common pointcut expression evalu-
ation. The focus of this paper is optimizing the second case,
where new PCDs are added.

Allowing new PCDs to be added to already executing
systems is useful for a number of use cases, e.g., in run-
time monitoring, run-time adaptation to fix bugs or add
features to long running applications, run-time update of
dynamic policy changes, etc. AO constructs of dynamic



flavor that fit into these categories are beginning to ap-
pear [1, 4–6, 8, 11, 13, 14, 18–21, 23–25, 27–29]. For exam-
ple, one may want to dynamically modify the behavior of a
long-running application (such as a web-server) to start mon-
itoring incoming requests, perhaps after sensing a denial-of-
service attack, and then later remove such monitoring once
the attack has been thwarted. To model cflow-like PCDs
one may want to start monitoring the likely join points, once
the execution reaches the desired entry point in the control-
flow, and turn-off monitoring once it reaches the desired exit
points [8, 11].

To support such use cases it is important to investigate
efficient techniques for runtime PCD evaluation. To that end,
this paper makes the following contributions.

• A precise formulation of the PCD evaluation problem and
its two different classes that call for different solutions;
• the notion of predicate ordering – based on evaluation

cost to optimize PCD evaluation; and
• a decision-tree based technique, corresponding algo-

rithms and data structures for PCD evaluation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we formalize the PCD evaluation problem. Section 3
presents our algorithms for PCD evaluation independent of
the predicates used in writing PCD expressions. Our method
for partially evaluating type predicates is discussed in Sec-
tion 4. Section 5 discusses related work and Section 6 con-
cludes.

2. PCD Evaluation Problem
In this section, we model the PCD evaluation problem. This
is inspired from the formalization of the event matching
problem in publish/subscribe systems as described by Fabret
et al. [10].

2.1 Terminology
We show the basic terminology used throughout this paper
in Figure 1. The definition of PCD is fairly straightforward.
A PCD is either a basic predicate pred or a logical conjunc-
tion/disjunction of a pred and a PCD. Note that we do not
have negation of a PCD, as we assume this is easily emulated
using conjunction/disjunction and the operators provided by
the various predicates.

A predicate is defined as a 3-tuple (a, o, v): an attribute,
an operator and a value. Some example attributes are: mod-
ifier(s), return type(s), argument type(s), receiver type, re-
ceiver name, method name, control flow, join point kind, etc.
The collection of attributes available distinguishes the point-
cut expression language. Operators are defined as higher-
order functions o : A× V → (A× V → {true,false}).
A predicate can also be thought of as a function (pred :
A × V → {true,false}) obtained by evaluating the ex-
pression o(a, v).

pred ::= ( a , o , v )
fact ::= ( a , v )

PCD ::= pred
| ( PCD )
| pred && PCD
| pred || PCD

j ::= fact
| fact && j

a ∈ A, the set of attributes
o ∈ O, the set of operators
v ∈ V, the set of values

Figure 1. Basic Terminology

A join point is defined as either a basic fact or a logical
conjunction of a fact and a join point. A fact is defined as
a pair (a, v) meaning that at the join point the attribute a
takes the value v. Evaluating whether a join point satisfies
a predicate is equivalent to evaluating each fact in the join
point w.r.t. the predicate. A fact (a′, v′) satisfies the predicate
(a, o, v) if and only if (o(a, v))(a′, v′) evaluates to true.

2.2 Example
The following example illustrates the terminology for PCD
and join points in the context of a small PCD expression
language. Let,

• A ::= {modifier, type, name},
• V ::= {v : v is a modifier, type or name in the program},

and
• O ::= {==,!=}, where the operators have their usual

meaning.

An example PCD expression in such a language would be:

(modifier, ==, public) &&
(type, !=, void) && (name, ==, "Set")

and an example join point would be:

(modifier, public) && (type, FElement) &&
(name, "Set")

2.3 PCD Evaluation
For a program, let J be the set of join points (possibly
unknown statically) and P be the set of PCD expressions as
defined previously. We present two alternative formulations
of the PCD evaluation problem (PCDEval).

1. Given a join point and a set of pointcut expressions,
we are interested in determining the subset of pointcut
expressions that may select this join point. Formally,
PCDEval : J × 2P → 2P , where 2P is the power
set of P .

2. Given a pointcut and a set of join points, we are interested
in determining the subset of join points that are selected



by such a pointcut. Formally, PCDEval′ : P × 2J →
2J , where 2J is the power set of J .

These formulations are useful for compile-time, load-
time, and runtime pointcut evaluation. For example, most
AO compilers today use the first formulation for weaving.
The rationale is that often the total number of join points
is larger compared to the total number of pointcuts and an
efficient solution to the first formulation may reduce the
number of iterations through the set of join points. This
formulation also fits better with aspect-oriented systems that
allow load-time deployment with a closed-world assumption
for aspects, such as the AspectJ’s load-time weaver. Here,
by closed-world assumption for the set of aspects we mean
that all aspects are loaded before any class is loaded. During
class loading, each join point shadow in the class is matched
with the set of pointcut expressions. Furthermore, aspect-
oriented systems that allow run-time deployment, such as the
Nu virtual machine [8], can also utilize this strategy. In Nu
for example, a lazy strategy is used for run-time weaving,
where a join point is not matched until it executes at least
once.

On the other hand, for incremental compilation of AO
programs, in cases where the increments introduce new PCD
expressions, it would perhaps be more appropriate to use
efficient solutions to the second formulation (PCDEval′).
Load-time weavers with an open world assumption for as-
pects would also benefit from the second formulation, if they
employ an eager strategy for matching. Such an eager strat-
egy would match the PCDs just loaded with join point shad-
ows in all classes already loaded, perhaps to avoid matching
overhead during execution. Similarly, runtime weaving sys-
tems can also utilize PCDEval′ for cases where deployed
aspects affect the “hot” segments and they are unlikely to be
un-deployed. Other formulations can also be conceived that
perhaps take a hybrid approach, but for the purpose of this
paper we will not consider them.

3. PCD Evaluation Algorithm
This section describes our approach for PCD evaluation. The
minimum requirement is fairly straightforward: the worst-
case time complexity of our technique should not exceed
the time complexity of current PCD evaluation methods.
An additional requirement that we impose on our technique
is that its amortized complexity should be independent of
the number of PCDs in the system. Note that in this paper
we are only considering the first formulation PCDEval :
J × 2P → 2P .

3.1 Predicate Ordering
The first step in our PCD evaluation technique is to order
the evaluation of predicates in the PCD. Note that a PCD
consists of conjunction and/or disjunction of one or more
predicates. To determine whether a join point is selected by
a PCD, it is necessary to determine whether there exists a

Figure 2. An Overview of our Decision Tree-based Ap-
proach for PCD Evaluation

satisfiable assignment of the predicate(s) at the join point for
which the PCD evaluates to true.

Let C be an amortized cost function such that C(ai) is the
amortized cost of evaluating the attribute ai over operators
defined for a and the set of values for ai. The first step in
our technique is to order the evaluation of each ai, aj ∈ A
such that ai is evaluated prior to aj , if C(ai) < C(aj). If
C(ai) = C(aj) ordering may be determined heuristically.

The rationale for adopting this policy for predicate eval-
uation ordering is to decrease the amortized cost of PCD
evaluation by eliminating as many PCDs as possible at a
lower cost. This strategy goes back to the efficient ordering
of boolean predicate evaluation in SAT solvers. It has also
recently been applied by Sewe, Bockisch, and Mezini [26]
for optimizing evaluation of dynamic residues.

3.2 Data Structures for PCD Evaluation
An overview of the data structures maintained for our PCD
evaluation algorithm is shown in Figure 2. From the top to
bottom, the figure shows the set of PCD expression evalu-
ation trees, sub-trees for matching attributes in the pointcut
expression language, and a join point (a logical conjunction
of facts) being matched. The number of sub-decision trees
depend on the types of attributes available in the pointcut ex-
pression language. For example, a pointcut expression lan-
guage that only allows matching based on types would just
have one such decision tree.

For languages that provide different kinds of join points,
e.g. execution, handler and set, in an AspectJ-like
language, it would be sensible to maintain this data structure
separately for each join point kind, as these would be dis-
joint. Furthermore, for each join point kind it would be ap-
propriate to customize the set of attribute sub-decision trees,
e.g., decision trees for name and type for set and get join
points.



The PCD expressions are organized into a forest of
PCD expression evaluation trees. These trees may have
cross-links. These cross-links are created for common-
subexpression elimination. Addition of a new PCD to this
forest proceeds as follows:

(a) add the component predicates of the PCD to their respec-
tive attribute decision tree,

(b) add the tree representation of the PCD to the forest, and
(c) create a parent PCD link between attribute nodes and the

leaf node of the PCD expression evaluation tree (shown
as bold dotted arrows in the figure).

Removing a PCD is the reverse of this process, except
that optimizations due to common subexpression elimina-
tion must be taken into account. For this purpose, a sim-
ple reference count is maintained that reflects the number
of PCDs that contain this attribute node or a PCD expression
sub-tree as a parent.

3.3 Optimizations of PCD Expression Tree
We assume that the PCD expressions are locally optimized
before being added to the PCD expression evaluation forest.
For example, parts of a PCD that will never match are elim-
inated, common local subexpressions are eliminated, etc.
Sewe, Bockisch, and Mezini [26] discuss some of these tech-
niques.

We also optimize PCD expressions by reorganizing the
PCD expression trees. An example reorganization is shown
in Figure 3, where the OR operator is successively propa-
gated downward.

The reorganization is done using post-order tree-traversal
technique and it terminates when a classifier attribute is
the root node of every PCD expression tree. Classifiers are
attributes that help pigeonhole PCD expression trees into a
disjoint subset of join points. For example, the join point
shadow kind is a type of classifier as it helps categorize the
PCD expression tree into different classes based on which
join point kind they match.

The reorganization of PCD expression trees has three
benefits:

1. It helps reduce the depth of the PCD expression tree,
2. it helps classify PCD expression trees into disjoint sets

for which separate PCD expression forests could be
maintained, and

3. it enables elimination of certain PCD expressions by par-
tial evaluation.

We will discuss more partial evaluation strategies in Sec-
tion 4. These three benefits directly translate to decrease in
the PCD evaluation overhead potentially reducing the run-
time overhead of dynamic deployment of aspects.

There are no general techniques for maintaining the deci-
sion tree for each attribute. Instead it depends very much on
the kind of the attribute. Efficient matching of modifiers, for

(a) PCD expression tree for execution(..)||execution(..)

(b) OR operator propagated downward in the tree

(c) OR operator propagated further down

Figure 3. Reorganizing pattern tree by propagating OR op-
erator downward

example, requires completely different data structures and
algorithms compared to matching of names and types. In this
paper, we discuss algorithms and data structures for some of
these, but we do not attempt to be exhaustive.

3.4 Matching of Join Point Facts
A join point (or the conjunction of facts about a join point)
is matched against this combination of PCD expression for-
est and attribute decision trees. The PCD evaluation starts
with lowest cost attribute as discussed in Section 3.1. On
traversing the attribute decision tree, at each node decisions
are made about whether the current fact about the join point
implies the predicate represented by that node.

If the predicate represented by the current node is im-
plied, a token is sent to the leaf nodes of each parent PCD
expression that contains that predicate as a component. The



(a) Evaluate pred1 (b) Evaluate pred2

(c) Evaluate pred3 (d) Evaluate PCD1

PCD1 pred1 && pred2 && pred3  

pred3 (name, ==, "Set")  pred2 (type, !=, void)  pred1 (modifier, ==, public)  

PCD1 pred1 && pred2 && pred3 •

pred3 (name, ==, "Set")  pred2 (type, !=, void)  pred1 (modifier, ==, public)  

PCD1 pred1 && pred2 && pred3 ••

pred3 (name, ==, "Set")  pred2 (type, !=, void)  pred1 (modifier, ==, public)  

PCD1 pred1 && pred2 && pred3 •••

pred3 (name, ==, "Set")  pred2 (type, !=, void)  pred1 (modifier, ==, public)  

Figure 4. Example of matching the join point (modifier, public) && (type, FElement) && (name, “Set”). Dotted lines
represent tokens being sent to a parent node. Bold boxes indicate the predicate being evaluated at that step.

leaf nodes in the PCD expression send tokens up the PCD
expression forest depending on whether their parent node is
a conjunction or a disjunction node.

While traversing the attribute decision tree, the algorithm
keeps track of whether any tokens have been sent to the
PCD expression forest. When the traversal of the attribute
decision tree is complete, i.e., a leaf node in the decision
tree is reached, if no tokens are sent this far to the PCD
expression forest, the PCD evaluation terminates. This helps
ensure that the least costly attributes often help short-circuit
PCD evaluation.

A simple example of PCD evaluation is given in Fig-
ure 4. In this example, there is one PCD in the system.
The PCD is (modifier,==, public) && (type,!=, void)
&& (name,==, “Set”). The join point we are trying to
match is (modifier, public) && (type, FElement) &&
(name, “Set”).

At each step of the example we are evaluating one pred or
PCD (indicated with a bold box). Consider step (a), where
we are evaluating the pred (modifier,==, public). Since
the join point contains (modifier, public) this evaluates to
true. The pred then sends a token to each parent node (in
this case, there is one parent node – PCD1). The action of a
token moving to another node is shown with a dashed line.
In steps (b) and (c), pred2 and pred3 evaluate to true and
similarly each sends a token.

The final step is (d), where PCD1 is evaluated. Since
PCD1 is a conjunction of three pred’s, in order to evaluate to
true it must contain three tokens. In this example it does,
so PCD1 would evaluate to truemeaning that the join point
being matched matches PCD1.

4. Partial Evaluation of Type Predicates
In this section, we describe our techniques for partial eval-
uation of type predicates. The key idea behind our partial
evaluation technique is to utilize the implication relation-
ships between types. These partially evaluated predicates are
then organized as a decision tree that helps optimize runtime
evaluation. In the rest of this section, we describe various
aspects of our technique. First, the partial evaluation results

for logical operators are defined. We then describe a simple
data structure and efficient algorithms that utilize these par-
tial evaluation results.

4.1 Semantics of Type Operators
Let us suppose A, B, C, . . . be the types in the program and
op be the type operator, where op ∈ {l, m, .=, 6=} such that:

• A l B means that A is a strict subtype of B, i.e., it
excludes the case when A

.= B (see below).
• A m B means that A is a strict super-type of B, i.e., it

excludes the case when A
.= B (see below).

• A
.= B means that A is exactly of the same type as B.

• A 6= B means that A is not of the same type as B. In
addition, A is not a strict subtype of B, and B is not a
strict subtype of A.

Note that the meaning of the type operators is slightly
different from the standard definitions. The operators are de-
fined in this manner to facilitate partitioning the type pred-
icates into disjoint subsets. We have used slightly different
symbols to remind readers of the difference.

4.2 Semantics of logical inverse on type operators
Our technique for partially evaluating type predicates relies
on computing the inverse of a predicate. For simplicity we
compute the inverse of a predicate by inverting the operator.
For example, the inverse of (A l B) is computed by invert-
ing the l operation. Below we define the inverse of type
operators. Let us assume that ! is the inverse operator such
that !(A op B) is defined as:

• !(A l B) ≡ A m B ∨ A
.= B ∨ A 6= B

• !(A m B) ≡ A l B ∨ A
.= B ∨ A 6= B

• !(A .= B) ≡ A l B ∨ A m B ∨ A 6= B

• !(A 6= B) ≡ A l B ∨ A m B ∨ A
.= B



4.3 Partial evaluation of logical conjunctions (and) on
type predicates

Let ∧ be the logical conjunction operator, let op = op′ be the
equality operator where op, op′ ∈ {l, m, .=, 6=}, and let T
and F be the Boolean truth values with standard meanings.

Let J1 = (type, A) be a fact in the system where A is a
type. Let P1 = (type, op1, B) and P2 = (type, op2, C) be
type predicates where B and C are types. To see if the fact
matches both predicates, we thus want to evaluate (A op1

B) ∧ (A op2 C).
In order to partially evaluate this expression, we use a

given fact B op C and derive implication rules among the
types B and C. Figure 5 shows the results for all four
operators.

As an example of how we derived these rules, consider
the case B l C when op1 == l and op2 == l. Thus we
are interested in evaluating A l B ∧ A l C. If we assume
A l B, since we are given B l C we can see this implies
A l C.

Now consider the case B l C when op1 == l and
op2 == m. Thus we are interested in evaluating A l B ∧
A m C. If we assume A l B, since we are given B l C we
already showed this implies A l C. This would contradict
A m C and thus this reduces to false.

Most cases are easily derived in a similar fashion, and
thus omitted for space. We will discuss one interesting case.
Again we have B l C. When op1 = m and op2 =6= we are
interested in evaluating AmB∧A 6= C. This expression can
not be reduced. A m B ∧B l C implies that B is a subtype
of both A and C. A 6= C implies that neither A is a subtype
of C, nor C is a subtype of A. Therefore, in the semantics
of single inheritance languages this would evaluate to F ;
however, in the semantics of languages that support limited
multiple inheritance such as through interfaces in Java this
logical conjunction may not be reduced.

The rules for the m operator is the mirror image of the
l operator along the main diagonal line. The rules for the
.= operator are easily derived, since anything not on the

diagonal is clearly a contradiction and evaluates to F . For
everything else, we can simply choose either of the two
facts, as they are actually identical. Derivation of the rules
for the 6= operator are omitted for space reasons.

4.4 Attribute Decision Tree for Types
In this section, we discuss the algorithms and data structures
for maintaining a decision tree for types. A pointcut expres-
sion language can employ such decision tree for matching
return type, receiver type and argument types of methods,
constructors, etc as part of join points of kind execution,
call, initialization, etc, for types of fields for join
points of kind set, get, for types of exception for join
points of kind handler, just to name a few. Thus, the data
structures and algorithms for this attribute are likely to be

helpful in the implementation of PCD evaluation for com-
mon PCD expression languages.

This attribute decision tree could also be useful for VM-
based implementations of languages that match purely based
on types, such as Ptolemy [22].

We first discuss a technique for adding a type predicate
to the decision tree. This technique makes use of a partial-
evaluation function to optimize the matching process. This
partial evaluation function was described in the previous
section. We then discuss a technique for matching type-
related facts about the join point using this decision tree.
As previously discussed, it would be sensible to maintain
separate copies of this decision tree for each kind, e.g., return
type, argument type, and receiver type.

4.4.1 Addition of Predicates to Type Decision Tree
Our algorithm for adding a type predicate to an existing
decision tree is shown in Algorithm 1 and explained below.

Algorithm 1: Insert: Adds a Type Predicate to the Pred-
icate Tree

Input: Predicate tree: Tree, Predicate: Pred
Current = Tree.Root;1

if Pred == true then2

Current.Parents.Append(Pred);3

return4

while Current.TrueBranch != NULL do5

Current = Current.TrueBranch;6

if Current == Pred then7

Current.Parents.Append(Pred);8

return9

else10

result = PartialEval (Current ∧ Pred);11

if result == Current then12

return13

if result == Pred then14

Swap (Current,Pred);15

return16

if result == false then17

if Current.FalseBranch == NULL then18

Current.FalseBranch = new19

Node(Pred);
return20

else21

Current = Current.FalseBranch22

end23

Current.TrueBranch.Parents.Append(Pred);24

The addition of a type predicate to the predicate tree is
an incremental process that starts with the root node of the
current tree and the predicate that is to be added. The type
predicate evaluation tree is maintained as a binary tree with
two branches labeled TrueBranch and FalseBranch



∧ op2 = l op2 = m op2 = .= op2 = 6=
op1 = l A l B F F F
op1 = m (A m B) ∧ (A l C) A m C A

.= C F or (A m B) ∧ (A 6= C)
op1 = .= A

.= B F F F
op1 = 6= (A 6= B) ∧ (A l C) F F (A 6= B) ∧ (A 6= C)

(a) Case: B l C

∧ op2 = l op2 = m op2 = .= op2 = 6=
op1 = l A l C (A m C) ∧ (A l B) A

.= C (A 6= C) ∧ (A l B)
op1 = m F A m B F F
op1 = .= F A

.= B F F
op1 = 6= F F or (A m C) ∧ (A 6= B) F (A 6= C) ∧ (A 6= B)

(b) Case: B m C - As expected, the partial evaluation matrix in this case is the mirror image of the matrix for
B l C along the main diagonal.

∧ op2 = l op2 = m op2 = .= op2 = 6=
op1 = l A l B F F F
op1 = m F A m B F F
op1 = .= F F A

.= B F
op1 = 6= F F F A 6= B

(c) Case: B .
= C

∧ op2 = l op2 = m op2 = .= op2 = 6=
op1 = l (A l B) ∧ (A l C) F F (A l B) ∧ (A 6= C)
op1 = m F (A m B) ∧ (A m C) F (A m B) ∧ (A 6= C)
op1 = .= F F F A

.= B
op1 = 6= (A 6= B) ∧ (A l C) (A 6= B) ∧ (A m C) A

.= C (A 6= B) ∧ (A 6= C)
(d) Case: B 6= C

Figure 5. Partial Evaluation Rules for Type Predicates

(except for the root node as described below). Both these
branches need to be present at all time.

The current tree is traversed until an appropriate position
for the current predicate is found. The root node of the tree
represents the predicate true and it trivially matches any
fact during the matching. As a special case all value types
go to the false branch and all reference types go to the true
branch of root.

All predicates ret <: object are trivially implied,
if we are traversing the reference type branch. Therefore,
if the predicate being added is that, it is simply appended
to the root of the reference subtree. In particular, a parent
PCD link is created from this node to the leaf node of PCD
expression tree such that whenever this predicate evaluates
to true parent PCDs can be notified. This step facilitates
common-predicate elimination.

The algorithm terminates when the true branch of the root
node does not exist. The new predicate is then added to the
true branch of the root node.

If the true branch exists and the added predicate is not
the trivially implied predicate ret <: object the main
loop of the algorithm begins that continues until the current
predicate being explored evaluates to null.

In this loop, implication relationships are used to deter-
mine the branch of the decision tree traversed. These rela-
tionships are computed using our partial evaluation rules for
types as shown in Section 4. The function PartialEval
facilitates that. If the result of this function is the current
predicate Current or the predicate being added Pred,
it means that true/false evaluation of one predicate implies
true/false evaluation of the other. This works in general be-
cause implication is a transitive relation.

4.4.2 Simultaneous Evaluation of Predicates in the
Type Decision Tree

Our algorithm for matching a type-related fact in an existing
decision tree is shown in Algorithm 2 and explained below.

The evaluation of a type predicate tree against a fact starts
at the root node of the tree. Note that the root node represents
the predicate true and therefore any fact trivially matches
this predicate. If there are complex predicates that contain
true type predicates they are immediately notified.

If the fact implies the current predicate being evaluated,
the current predicate and all predicates implied by it are au-
tomatically evaluated to be true and the matching algorithm
terminates. If on the other hand the fact does not imply the
current predicate being evaluated, we compute the relation-



Algorithm 2: Match - Evaluate a fact against a predicate
tree, resulting in tokens at predicates that evaluate true
for the fact

Input: Predicate tree: Tree, Fact: fact
Current = Tree.Root;1

NotifyParents (Current);2

while Current != NULL do3

result = PartialEval (Current ∧ fact);4

if result == Current then5

NotifyParents (Current);6

return7

if result == Pred then8

Current = Current.TrueBranch9

else10

Current = Current.FalseBranch11

if fact == Current then12

NotifyParents (Current);13

return14

end15

ships between the type value in the fact fact.Value and
the type value in current predicate current.Value to
minimize matching. In particular, we evaluate the logical re-
lationships that exist between these types (e.g., strict subtype
of, strict supertype of, etc) as defined in Section 4.1.

The logical relationship between the type value in the fact
and the type value in the current predicate is then used to
lookup the partial evaluation results. We will describe these
in details in later section. For understanding this algorithm,
it is sufficient to know that the looking up statically com-
puted partial evaluation results returns three different results.
First, that suggests that the fact implies current predicate.
Second, that suggests that the current predicate implies the
fact. Third, that suggests that the fact may never imply the
current predicate or vice-versa and fourth, that suggests that
these values cannot be partially reduced.

The first case implies that the current predicate and all
predicates implied by it will evaluate to true for the fact
being matched. The second case implies that even though
the current predicate will not evaluate to true for this fact,
only predicates in its true subtree may evaluate to true (by
construction), therefore only exploring the true subtree of the
current predicate will be sufficient. The third and the fourth
case imply that the current predicate and all predicates in its
true branch will not evaluate to true for this fact, therefore
only exploring the false subtree of the current predicate will
be sufficient.

4.4.3 Implementations for Java
Very fast mechanisms exist for computing logical relation-
ships between types such as the implementation of the
instanceof construct in Java. The relationship informa-

tion that we require can be computed with an instanceof
and an equals comparison. Further discussion is beyond
the scope of this paper, but it suffices to say that for a
further reduced cost, an operator can also be implemented
in the virtual machine that utilizes the information main-
tained for efficiently computing the instanceof relation-
ships to compute these logical relationships at the cost of an
instanceof operator.

There are two optimizations (not shown in Algorithm 2)
implemented for languages such as Java, that support primi-
tive value types and reference types and a top type object.
The type predicate tree maintains a subtree for primitive
value types and another subtree for reference types. If the
fact is a value type, the evaluation proceeds with the value
type subtree otherwise the reference type subtree is explored.
Furthermore, all facts that proceed to match the reference
type subtree, implicitly match the top type object.

5. Related Work
Recently, Sewe et al. described a method of using ordered bi-
nary decision diagrams (BDD) to eliminate redundant eval-
uations of dynamic residues [26]. Dynamic residues are the
result of compilers statically performing partial evaluation
on the pointcuts [17]. By converting the residues into an or-
dered BDD, they are able to evaluate the dynamic residues
of all pointcuts for a given join point while only evaluating
each atomic residue at most once.

Similar to our technique, they also order the evaluation of
the atomic pointcuts using the cost of their evaluations for
improved efficiency. Our matching technique however does
not focus on the dynamic residues left over from previous
partial evaluation of pointcuts by compilers. Instead, it fo-
cuses on dynamically evaluating the set of full pointcuts in
the system against a join point. Both approaches do however
make use of decision trees during the matching process.

Previous work by Klose et al. has shown that the use of
partial evaluation techniques can reduce the amount of work
needed to match a PCD at runtime [16]. Their specializer
generates efficient checks for the program, however this is
done offline. Similar to their approach, we use partial eval-
uation techniques to try and minimize the cost of matching
a PCD, however our partial evaluation is performed online
using dynamic information about the classes in the system.
Thus, while we incur an overhead of performing the par-
tial evaluation at runtime, we potentially have more infor-
mation available for even more efficient PCD matching. This
trade-off is most beneficial in systems where the set of PCDs
changes often or systems that execute for a long period of
time.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
The need for efficient support of dynamic aspect-oriented
constructs dictates that more efficient techniques are pro-
vided in virtual machines for PCD evaluation. The use cases



for dynamic aspect-oriented constructs are attractive and
with the availability of more efficient implementations, more
applications for such constructs can be explored, where con-
cerns about overhead are an important factor in adoption.
The decision-tree based technique for PCD evaluation that
we present in this work seems promising in that regard, al-
though a rigorous evaluation is needed to exactly character-
ize the benefits in terms of space and time complexity. In
particular, it will be interesting to study the following pa-
rameters.

1. Total number of predicates in the system: Studying this
parameter will show how the performance scales with the
total number of predicates in the system.

2. Sub-classing (sub-typing) relationship: how many predi-
cate values in the system are in the type hierarchy of other
predicate values, i.e., strict super type of, strict subtype
of, or equal.

3. Unrelated types: how many predicate values in the sys-
tem are not related to other predicate values?

4. True predicates: studying this parameter will show how
pointcuts that use a significant amount of wild-cards in-
fluence the performance of the type decision tree.

5. Percentage of successful matches: this parameter will
show how successful matches contribute to the cost of
performance evaluation. It will also help characterize the
one time cost paid by the join points that match in a
dynamic AO language model.

6. Percentage of unsuccessful matches: study of this param-
eter will show how unsuccessful matches contribute to
the cost of performance evaluation. This will help deter-
mine the one time cost paid by the join points that do not
match in a dynamic AO language model. In particular,
the sooner the decision tree can determine that the join
point is not going to match, the better.
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